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              Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

Providence Water supplies drinking water and fire protection to approximately 60 

percent of the State’s population.  The utility and the workforce operate and maintain a 

vast system of mains, hydrants, service connections, and meters with a multitude of 

appurtenances.  The source water comes from a five-reservoir surface water complex, is 

treated to meet and exceed current and projected drinking water regulations as 

administered by the Rhode Island Department of Health consistent with national 

drinking water laws.  The water supply is distributed through a complex system of 

transmission mains, distribution reservoirs, and pumping stations to various retail and 

wholesale customers.   

Providence Water has an active Infrastructure Replacement Program in place which is 

intended to stave off deterioration and obsolescence.  Providence Water began this 

program in 1990.  The program was expanded in 1996 with the further availability of 

Infrastructure Replacement Funds.  

Reliable drinking water has always been the basis of economic development and the 

seed for communal life throughout the world.  Initially, Rhode Island’s population, 

centered around Providence, received its water from wells.  As development became 

more dense, industrialization and urbanization generated waste, threatening the 

groundwater upon which the population relied. By the mid-1860's, Providence created 

its first formal water utility which impounded water in an open-surface reservoir and 

distributed it through an ever-growing piping system within the communities in the 

central portion of the State.  Continued pressure by urbanization and industrialization 

led to more intense pollution of the rivers and the underground basin and it became 

apparent that a new source of water needed to be found.  By 1925, the Scituate 

Reservoir complex and a modern water treatment plant had been constructed, which is 

the source of water supply to approximately 600,000 people today. 
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In 1993, the state legislature was asked to adopt a law which would set aside portions of 

water revenue for a long-term planned infrastructure replacement program.  The R.I. 

Public Utilities Commission, who recognized the same need as Providence Water did, 

provided funding incrementally for this program.  Since 1993, Providence Water 

allocates a portion of its revenue to ensure the reliability of the system into the next 

century. 

The initial Infrastructure Replacement Plan was submitted in February 1996, with 

updated plans filed in 2001, 2006, and 2010 in accordance with the requirements of the 

Comprehensive Clean Water Infrastructure Act of 1993.     

The plan is internally amended as needed to meet new challenges as they manifest 

themselves.  An infrastructure replacement plan is a living document which must be 

monitored and amended periodically to meet the initial objective of the program under 

which it was established.  

Since 1990, Providence Water has reinvested over $315 million into the utility’s 

infrastructure replacements and capital improvements.  None of this could have 

happened had this program not been proposed by us initially, had the legislature and 

the Commission not supported the wisdom of the need, and had our engineers and 

workforce not dedicated themselves to this mission as we did.
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PROVIDENCE WATER
Source of Funds  *

RICWFA 
Bonds 

FY 1997 $6,218,945 $0 $805,992 $2,506,182 $3,241,456 $12,772,575
FY 1998 $9,238,174 $0 $911,427 $324,021 $0 $10,473,622
FY 1999 $14,067,247 $0 $1,077,270 $0 $0 $15,144,517
FY 2000 ** $4,453,264 $615,379 $1,059,091 $0 $4,842,508 $10,970,242
FY 2001 $6,989,458 $948,305 $2,044,602 $0 $2,589,224 $12,571,589
FY 2002 $9,297,372 $795,496 $1,614,338 $0 $2,418,731 $14,125,937
FY 2003 $8,435,588 $1,217,768 $1,171,251 $0 $2,580,661 $13,405,268
FY 2004 $8,122,198 $750,247 $1,211,479 $0 $1,502,197 $11,586,121
FY 2005 $9,530,028 $487,538 $992,721 $0 $23,348 $11,033,635
FY 2006 $13,520,361 $764,454 $987,443 $0 $0 $15,272,258
FY 2007 $9,569,062 $772,658 $968,454 $0 $0 $11,310,174
FY 2008 $18,229,137 $88,055 $515,334 $0 $0 $18,832,526
FY 2009*** ($4,006,988) $55,091 $521,131 $0 $24,904,502 $21,473,736
FY 2010 $20,007,683 $0 $282,961 $0 $6,955,335 $27,245,978
FY 2011 $22,908,552 $0 $543,148 $0 $7,136,900 $30,588,600
FY 2012 $17,719,849 $0 $970,373 $0 $2,282,309 $20,972,530
FY 2013 $16,167,097 $0 $812,646 $0 $1,397,762 $18,377,504
FY 2014**** $13,388,196 $0 $775,401 $0 $11,151,787 $25,315,384

*  Provided by Providence Water Finance Department

** $3,199,639 of RICWFA Bond proceeds reimbursed CIP/IFR Funds for expenses incurred in FY 99

*** $12,435,056.81 of RICWFA Bond proceeds reimbursed CIP/IFR Funds for expenses incurred in FY 08

**** During January 2014 - June 2014 IFR Fund reimbursed $607,216.25 to Operating Fund per the RI PUC order.

CIP & 
Infrastructure 
Replacement 

Funds
Meter AMR 

Fund
Total IFR / CIP 
Expenditures

RI Water 
Resources 

Board Bond
Water Operating 

Fund

'94, '99, '01, 
'02, '03, '08, 

'09, '13
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PROVIDENCE WATER

Summary Of Expenditures
 Fiscal Years 1996 To 2014

Expenditures
Fiscal Year IFR CIP TOTAL

1996 $4,380,022 $188,374 $4,568,396
1997 $12,612,265 $160,310 $12,772,575
1998 $10,248,978 $224,644 $10,473,622
1999 $14,864,327 $280,190 $15,144,517
2000 $10,175,318 $794,924 $10,970,242
2001 $11,551,726 $1,019,863 $12,571,589
2002 $10,915,284 $3,210,653 $14,125,937
2003 $10,054,569 $3,350,699 $13,405,268
2004 $7,864,982 $3,721,139 $11,586,121
2005 $9,856,233 $1,177,402 $11,033,635
2006 $13,996,118 $1,276,139 $15,272,258
2007 $9,746,919 $1,563,255 $11,310,174
2008 $16,854,654 $1,977,873 $18,832,526
2009 $20,622,218 $851,518 $21,473,736
2010 $26,790,595 $455,383 $27,245,978
2011 $26,850,302 $3,738,298 $30,588,600
2012 $19,731,159 $1,241,371 $20,972,530
2013 $17,903,196 $474,308 $18,377,504
2014 $24,705,871 $609,513 $25,315,384

Totals to Date $279,724,738 $26,315,855 $306,040,593
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PROVIDENCE WATER 

IFR / CIP Expenditures  
Fiscal Years 1996 Through 2014* 

 
 

Total Investment Into System  $306 MIL. 
*Expenditures Through June 30, 2014 
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IFR PROJECT STATUS REPORT 

PROJECT NARRATIVES 
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

Raw Water Supply 

 
Rehabilitate Large Dams (Gainer Dam/Regulating Dam) 

Construction has been completed to 

rehabilitate the 400 feet long Gainer 

Dam concrete spillway, the blowoff 

structure, and the meter chamber.  

Also completed was work to correct 

undermining of the Regulating Dam 

spillway structure footing. 

 

Rehabilitate Large Dams (Ponaganset Reservoir) 

Construction is complete for the rehabilitation of Ponaganset Reservoir.  Work 

included repair of dam erosion and placement of riprap, construction of a downstream 

buttress, restoration of the gate structure and outlet works, improvements to the 

discharge channel, and reconstruction of the road and drainage system over the dam 

 

Burton Pond Dam Rehabilitation 

The project has been completed.  The 

breached area of the earth/masonry dam 

has been reconditioned.  Riprap was 

installed along the top upstream face of the 

dam to provide continued slope protection. 
 

 Burton Pond Dam 

 
400 foot Gainer Dam spillway showing new concrete facing 

 
Ponaganset Reservoir before rehabilitation Ponaganset Reservoir after rehabilitation 
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Gainer Dam Stonewall Rehabilitation 

Construction has been completed to reconstruct 5800 feet of the dry masonry type 

stonewall located on the north and south sides of RI Route 12 along the length of 

Gainer Dam.   

 
60” Influent Conduits - Corrosion Protection 

Construction was completed to rehabilitate and 

recoat the 900 feet long exposed portions of the 

twin 60 inch riveted steel transmission mains in 

the meter chamber.  Rust was removed, the 

pipes sandblasted, and protective coatings 

applied.  The exposed portion of twin 60 inch 

mains inside the junction chamber structure were sandblasted and protective coatings 

applied to protect against corrosion.  In the process two lead joints that were found 

leaking were resealed. Construction has been completed to provide cathodic protection 

to 1000 feet of the underground portion of the twin mains.  Four impressed current 

anode beds have been installed to complete the protection system. 

 
Raw Water Booster Pump Station - Replace Generator 

In March 1996, the engine of the old diesel 

generator failed and became inoperable.  The 

unit was obsolete and the cost made it 

unfeasible to further repair the generator.  In 

December 1996 a new 2000 kW generator was 

installed to replace the old 1750 kW 

generator.  This generator has the capacity to 

power the entire treatment plant and raw 

water pumps in the event of an emergency 

power outage. 

 
Installation of Level Measuring Equipment    

New sonar equipment was installed at Gainer Dam to replace older float style 

equipment in order to monitor reservoir elevations. 

Corrosion on 60 inch main prior to rehabilitation 

 

New Raw Water Booster Pump Station generator for 
backup power to treatment plant 
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

Repairs to upstream wall at Barden Dam 

 

Repairs to the downstream slope of the dam 

Raw Water Booster Pump Station – Replace Valves 

All eight (8) of the suction and discharge valves for the booster pumps in the pump 
station failed to provide a complete seal when closed.  Construction has been 
completed in which all eight (8) valves and the four (4) actuators for the discharge 
valves were replaced. 

 
Rehabilitate Large Dams (Barden Reservoir) 
Construction is complete at Barden Reservoir. Work consisted of improvements to the 

inlet/outlet structures (including replacement of the gates at the inlet structure), the 

discharge channels, the spillway area, the crest of the dam to accommodate design 

flood flows, erosion protection along the upstream slope, and stabilizing the dam by 

flattening the downstream slope of the dam. 

Raw Water Booster Pump Station Pump Rehabilitation 

The rehabilitation of two 50 MGD pumps and two 30 MGD pumps were completed.  

The scope of work for the project included removing and machining the impellers and 

shafts, replacing the bearings, laser alignment, vibration analysis, and testing the 

pumps.   

 Installation of spool piece after valve installation 

 

 New 30” butterfly valve with actuator 
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

 
Regrading the access road on the crest of the dam 

 
Concrete remediation at the outlet structure 

Rehabilitate Large Dams (Westconnaug Reservoir) 

Construction is complete at Westconnaug Reservoir Dam consisting of improvements 

to the spillway to accommodate design flood flows, rehabilitation of the spillway base, 

and improvements to the upstream slope, the downstream face, the crest of the dam, 

and the access road.  The existing 16-inch discharge control valve has been replaced 

with a new 20-inch valve.  The vault that houses the discharge control valve was in 

poor condition and has also been replaced with a new pre-cast concrete vault. 

 

Rehabilitation work for the smaller Jordan Pond Dam was also included with this 

project because of its close proximity to the Westconnaug dam.  The dam was in poor 

condition and in need of numerous improvements to the spillway area, the outlet 

masonry structures, and the discharge pipe.   

 
Rehabilitate Large Dams (Moswansicut Reservoir) 

Construction is complete that improved the slope stability of the dam and corrected 

localized seepage including the start of a sand boil in the vicinity of the Dam’s left 

abutment.  Work included installation of a toe drain system and flattening the 

downstream slope of the dam with the addition of a gravel buttress. 

Construction is complete consisting of regrading and armoring the upstream slope of 

the dam, miscellaneous concrete repairs to the outlet structure, regrading the crest of 

the dam, clearing and grubbing both the outlet and emergency spillway discharge 

channels, and regrading the access road to the dam.
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

 

Installation of new sluice gate 

Large Dam Study 

The last official report of record for the Gainer Dam and its five tributary dams was the 

1990 Phase II Dam Investigation Report.  The report was outdated and listed several 

deficiencies for dams that have since been corrected or are in the process of being 

addressed.  In spite of the many improvements that were performed, insurance 

companies still viewed the 1990 Phase II Report as the official report of record.   

 

A new Large Dam Study was therefore commissioned and has been completed.  The 

scope of work for the Large Dam Study included visual inspections of the six large 

dams, reviewing existing data for the recently rehabilitated dams, conducting stability 

analyses for the dams that have yet to be rehabilitated, conducting hydrologic and 

hydraulic analyses for each dam, and updating Providence Water’s Emergency Action 

Plan.  The Large Dam Study now replaces the 1990 Phase II Report as the report of 

record. 

 

The Large Dam Study concluded that all major issues identified in the 1990 Phase II 

Dam Investigation Report have been addressed and that no immediate repairs were 

required at any of the six dams. 

 

Gainer Dam Gatehouse - Replace Valve Shafts, Sluice Gates and Stop Shutters 

This project moved up in priority and schedule 

since it had to be completed to allow inspection 

of the 90" influent conduit in order to be able to 

safely isolate the conduit for inspection.  

Construction is complete for replacing all nine 

(9) sluice gates, all seventy (70) stop shutters, 

and two (2) drain valves.  Nine (9) new electric 

actuators were installed to operate the sluice 

gates.  The bar grating and trash racks were also 

replaced under this project.   
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

Installation of new motor control center 

Raw Water Booster Pump Station – Replace Boiler and Heating System  

The old boiler, which dated back to the original construction of the pump station in 

1966 experienced electrical problems, leaks, and required continual maintenance.  A 

construction contract has been completed for needed improvements to the heating 

system. 

 
Raw Water Booster Pump Station Electrical Upgrades 

The project to replace the motor control center at the RWBPS is complete.  The motor 

control center dated back to the original construction 

of the pump station in 1966 and needed to be 

replaced as parts have become obsolete.  The project 

consisted of new 2300-volt switchgear, pump 

starters and controllers, new feeders to the motor 

controls, and a new incoming service feeder.  The 

new motor control center will provide reliable pump 

control during low reservoir levels and power 

outages. 

 
Various Dam Improvements 

Work under this project is to address deficiencies as identified through continuing 

inspections and studies.  At Westconnaug Reservoir a new security gate has been 

installed at the main entrance of the dam.  At Barden Reservoir the downstream slope 

of the dam was regraded and reseeded, and the riprap along the spillway channel was 

reconstructed.  Work also included installation of a safety handrail along the west bank 

of the spillway. 

 
Evaluation of Secondary Dams 

A study to assess the risks to, and the need for improvements to the smaller secondary 

dams within the watershed has been completed.  These secondary dams include the 

Coomer Reservoir Dam, the Kimball Reservoir Dam, and the Peeptoad (Harrisdale) 

Pond Dam.  The study included a visual inspection, geotechnical evaluation, and 

hydraulic and hydrologic analyses.  A scope of work is being identified from this study 

for future rehabilitation work. 
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

 
Concrete Improvements 

Raw Water Generator Replacement 

The Raw Water Booster Pump Station's 2000-KW 2400-volt generator failed in 

December 2010 and required replacement.  Providence Water reached an agreement 

with our insurance company in accordance with the terms and conditions of our policy 

against loss of property to help cover the cost of a new replacement generator.  The 

generator's primary function is to provide power to the Raw Water Booster pumps in 

the event of low reservoir elevation.  A generator has been purchased, installed, tested, 

and placed into service. 

 
Fencing, Fire Lanes and Property Rehabilitation 

Fencing was installed along sections of watershed property to replace deteriorated 

fencing and new concrete fence posts were installed to replace old posts that had 

weathered or were otherwise deteriorated.  Some of the old gates at the fire lanes that 

lead into our property have been replaced to create a wider and more secure entrance 

for vehicles and materials.  Fencing improvements are conducted by priority as 

determined by previously conducted inventories and evaluations.  Construction for the 

rehabilitation of the access road and drainage system along the perimeter of Rockland 

Cemetery has been completed. 

 

Meter and Junction Chambers Rehabilitation 

The contract for improvements to the meter 

chamber structure at the base of the dam is 

completed.  The replacement of the exterior 

waterproof roof membrane, replacement of the roof 

ventilator, removing and replacing the damaged 

sections of fence along the roof, and injecting 

construction joints to stop leakage of groundwater 

into the tunnel, have all been completed.  Also completed were installation of a new 

breaker in the 480V panelboard in the Gainer Dam Gatehouse for connecting the 

existing feeders into the new breaker, replacement of the existing 600V/120-230V 

transformer with a new 480V/120V-230V transformer, and installation of additional 

lighting along the entire length of the chamber tunnel running under the dam. 
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The rehabilitation of the exterior coating of the 60" influent conduits has been 

completed.  Replacement of the security fence at the entrance of the meter chamber has 

been completed.  Rehabilitation of the south influent conduit sluice gate operating 

stem and stem guides has been completed. 

 

Improvements to the junction chamber have been completed.  A new aluminum 

staircase to allow access from the entry platform to the lower portion of the structure, 

cleaning and painting the outside steel access doors, exterior rip-rap improvements, 

replacing the air release valves, installing new lighting to improve lighting conditions 

inside the structure, and rehabilitation of the exterior coating of the surfaces of the 60-

inch supply mains have all been completed.  A new climb resistant fence has been 

installed above the access door. 

 

Rehabilitation of the 12” blow-off from the north conduit has been completed. 

 

Treatment Plant Facilities 

 
Process Control / Data Acquisition System - (Central Control Board Replacement) 

Installation of a new computerized control, instrumentation, and data acquisition 

system at the treatment plant is complete.  The system monitors and controls the 

operation of the entire treatment plant and remote facilities.  Construction of the new 

control room has been completed, process control equipment has been installed, all 

remote pump stations and reservoirs are on-line, and all of the in-plant points have 

been tied into the new control system.  Wholesale facilities have been tied into the 

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system. Certification for Y2K 

compliance has been received from the prime contractor.  Logs and reports are fully 

operational. 

 
Replace Electronic Process Monitoring Equipment 

A residual chlorine meter was installed in the clearwell to replace a failed unit.  New 

sonar elevation equipment was installed for the filters to replace the old, unreliable 

elevation equipment. 
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Chlorine Room Rehabilitation 

Construction is complete for enlarging the chlorine storage room and providing 

outside access only to the room.  Chlorine feeders and storage equipment were 

replaced and a new emergency ventilation system has been installed in both the 

chlorine feed and storage areas. 

 
The contractor for the project has filed for arbitration for the resolution of outstanding 

claims.  PW has provided Discovery Documents in response to the contractor being 

sued by one of his subcontractors.   Neither the contractor or the subcontractor have 

pursued this further.  

 
Replace Lime Feed Equipment 

The old lime feeders at the plant have been replaced with 4 new feeders.  New injection 

piping has been installed to provide for an additional lime injection point prior to raw 

water aeration for corrosion control optimization purposes.  The corrosion control 

optimization measures are necessary as a result of the lead and copper rule. 

 

The old tile floor of the room was removed and replaced with a new chemical resistant 

non-skid epoxy floor. 

 
Replace Ferric Feed Equipment 

Installation of a new liquid feed system consisting of new chemical storage tanks, new 

feeder pumps, controls and piping has been completed.  The system replaces the old 

problem-ridden dry feed system. 

 
New sulfate feeder equipment and day tanks for liquid 
ferric sulfate coagulant injection 

 
Two of four new lime feeders installed at treatment 
plant  
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Service Water / Wash Water System Controls Upgrade 

Work was completed to replace elevation monitoring and control equipment for the 

service water tank and to install a new remote terminal unit (RTU) for transmitting 

service water data to the new centralized control system. 

 

Wash Water Tank - Replace Check Valves 

Two 18" check valves on the washwater pump suction lines were replaced.  The old 

check valves experienced leakage and were not capable of holding prime to the pumps. 

 

48" Washwater Main Rehabilitation - Corrosion Protection 

Recoating of the 48" dia. filter backwash 

washwater pipe and associated lateral piping, 

located in the Pipe Gallery of the treatment 

plant was completed.  The old coating system 

was considerably deteriorated, threatening the 

integrity of the pipe. The coating was 

mechanically removed and a new moisture 

cured two-coat urethane paint system was 

applied. 

 

Auxiliary Wash and Blower System for Filters 

Installation of the new air blowers and piping 

for providing the capacity to air backwash the 

filters has been completed. 

 

Replace Effluent Valve Actuators 

All of the actuators for all of the plant’s filters 

have been replaced with new internally 

programmable actuators that will provide improved effluent flow control and 

compatibility with the new control board system. 

 

  

 
New air blowers 

 
Painting of 48” Washwater Main 
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Filter Gallery Rehabilitation  

A project was completed in March 1996 in which a portion of the east and west walls of 

the filter gallery were reconditioned.  The work was needed because tiles were 

loosening from the wall and falling in the filters. 

 
Treatment Plant - Replace Boilers and Water Heaters 

Replacement of the old deteriorating water heaters and boilers at the treatment plant 

has been completed.  The water heaters and boilers provide heat for the building, and 

hot water for domestic use and for the treatment process. 

 

Rehabilitate Interior of Clearwell 

Construction is complete to rehabilitate the interior of the clearwell.  Work consisted of 

rehabilitating eroded concrete surfaces and cracks, and leaking construction joints  

inside the interior of the structure.  Also included in the scope of work was the 

structural rehabilitation of two cast-in place 

concrete 72" x 42" effluent venturi meters. The 

instrumentation has been fully restored with a 

new pressure sensing diaphragm type system 

replacing the annular rings.  New process 

piping and signal wiring has been installed to 

carry the signal flow to the SCADA system. 

 
 

New access hatches and instrumentation panel  
installed over the opening of the venturi meters 

 

Interior of the clearwell 

 

Concrete reconstruction and installation of new 
instrumentation in treatment plant’s 72” x 42” effluent 
venturi meter 
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

Effluent Clearwell Yard - Concrete Repairs 

Construction is complete for the rehabilitation of 

the area of the effluent yard located directly over 

the clearwell.  The scope of work for the project 

consisted of installation of a new protective 

structure directly above the clearwell to 

eliminate the possibility of rainwater or 

contaminants from entering. Also included were 

rehabilitation of the existing drainage system 

and replacement of deteriorated concrete slabs.  

 

Emergency Bypass - Rehabilitation 

The rehabilitation of the emergency bypass 

structure located at the treatment plant has been 

completed.  The project consisted of replacement 

of the sluice gates and access ladders and 

restoration of the concrete surfaces of the 

structure.  In addition, a new crack-bridging 

cementitious coating was applied to the exterior 

of the emergency bypass structure.   

 

Treatment Plant - Electrical Supply System Upgrade 

Construction has been completed for replacement of the old 1920's vintage antiquated 

substation that fed the treatment plant, rehabilitation of the high voltage sub-

transmission line from the Hope Substation to the new substation, replacement of the 

underground electrical feeders to the treatment plant with new above ground feeders, 

and provision of a 480 volt transformer and feed line into the plant.  This essentially 

provides a completely new and reliable electrical feed service system to the plant. 

  

 
Completed clearwell protective structure 

Emergency Bypass Structure 
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IFR Project Status Report – Project Narratives 

Treatment Plant – Convert Secondary Voltage - 

550V to 480V 

A project to phase-over the treatment plant from 

the current antiquated 550 volt service to a 

standard 480 volt service has been completed.  

The scope of work included construction of a new 

electrical room dedicated solely to electrical 

panelboards and switchgear, the replacement of 

the existing 175KW emergency power generator 

with a new 600 KW generator, and the installation of new power and control wiring to 

each filter influent and drain actuator.  The scope of work was expanded to include 

replacement of the dehumidification system located in the Pipe Gallery due to frequent 

breakdowns of the existing unit.  Due to the condition of the equipment, it was 

determined to be more economical and effective to replace the system with a new 480 

volt dehumidification system than to expend funds running new electrical lines to the 

existing 550 volt equipment. 

 

Treatment Plant – Roof / Insulation 

The replacement of the entire roof at the treatment plant has been completed.  

Construction consisted of the removal of the existing roof to the concrete deck and 

installation of new roof insulation and a new rubber membrane roof.  

 
Forestry Garage - Roof / Insulation 

Included as part of the roof replacement for the treatment plant, the roof at the forestry 

garage building was replaced and completed during May 1997.  The decision was 

made to move the project up in schedule because the roof was leaking in a number of 

locations.  The construction consisted of removal of the existing roof to the concrete 

deck and replacement with rubber membrane roofing. 

 
Ferric Sulfate Metering System 

A project has been completed for the installation of a metering system for the ferric 

sulfate bulk storage system at the treatment plant.  The flow meter is piped and 

manifolded to record the amount of ferric being dispensed into each tank. 

  

New treatment plant emergency generator 
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Removal of existing Wash Water pump 

 
Wiring new service water pump 

 
Installation of a new epoxy floor in the lab 

Treatment Plant - Lab Improvements 

Construction has been completed to upgrade the 

testing laboratory at the treatment plant.  A new 

epoxy floor, electrical feeder lines, lighting and 

laboratory benches have been installed.  Also 

installed were three rooftop HVAC units and a 

new chemical fume hood. 

 

Replace Wash Water Pumps 

The two (2) 5600 GPM pumps which supply the backwash water for the treatment 

plant’s filters were almost forty years old and had outlived their useful life.  

Construction to replace the pumps is complete. 

 

Replace Service Water and Hydrant Pumps 

The two (2) 1750 GPM pumps for the service 

water system which provides process water at the 

treatment plant and the 1200 GPM hydrant pump 

which provides water to the hydrants 

surrounding the sedimentation basins were 

almost forty years old and had outlived their 

useful life. Construction for the replacement of 

the two service water pumps and the hydrant 

pump is complete. 

  
New Pumps following replacement 
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Access Road Drainage Improvements 

A project to correct several drainage problems on the access road surrounding the 

sedimentation basins has been completed.  The drainage system was cleaned, 

inspected and rehabilitated to provide proper drainage of the access road. 

 

1,986 feet of 12” storm drain pipe was inspected with remotely operated closed circuit 

television equipment and cleaned through a water jetting process.  The inspection 

identified several areas with blockages and cracks that required rehabilitation. 

400 feet of 12” vitrified clay pipe was replaced with 12” pvc pipe to correct damaged, 

collapsed and blocked sections of pipe.  Four (4) catch basins were rehabilitated. 

 
A final inspection and cleaning was performed after the rehabilitative work was 

completed.  The final inspection revealed areas with minor damage that will be 

addressed in the future. 

 

Rehabilitate limestone and granite exterior blocks 

Construction is complete for the rehabilitation of the 

limestone and granite facade at the Treatment Plant.  

The Treatment Plant’s limestone and granite facade 

was constructed during the 1960’s and had 

deteriorated over time as a result of weathering and 

exposure from freeze-thaw cycles.  The scope of 

work also included repair of mortar joints and 

spalled areas, cleaning of the limestone panels, 

parapet wall, and the brick chimney.  The granite 

terrace and stairs were rehabilitated by removing 

and resetting sections of stone. 

 

Various Treatment Plant Facilities Projects    

Costs were associated with IFR projects that were in progress prior to the submission 

of the IFR plan commencing fiscal year 1996.  These projects consisted of the 

elimination of the stormwater runoff from entering the filters; replacement of the 

fluoride feed equipment, and improvements to the pipe gallery wall. 

Resetting sections of stone on the stairs  
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Lowering section of new blower building into 

 
Footings for new access stairs to silos 

Bringing new Fluoride Storage Tank into the 
Treatment Plant 

 
New fluoride tanks in place 

Rehabilitate Lime Transfer System  

The existing pneumatic lime transfer system at the 

treatment plant installed in the 1940's had outlived 

its useful life and was generally in poor condition 

and in need of replacement.  The project consisted 

of replacing the mechanical equipment located in 

the lime silo, the steel transfer piping, and the 

mechanical pneumatic transfer equipment in the 

lime handling area inside the treatment plant.  

Work included construction of a new exterior 

building to house the new transfer equipment.  The 

new transfer equipment consists of a pressure 

conveyance system that replaced the antiquated 

vacuum system.  The silo once used for ferric 

storage was also rehabilitated and converted to a 

lime silo to allow for a redundant storage silo. The 

new lime transfer system was placed in operation 

in January 2005. 

 

Rehabilitate Fluoride Transfer System 

The existing pneumatic fluoride transfer system 

dated back to its original installation in the 1960's 

and needed to be upgraded.  Needed 

improvements to the ventilation system in the 

fluoride room combined with an increase in 

chemical costs associated with the former delivery 

mode of fluoride in 400 pound cylinders 

necessitated moving this project up in priority and 

schedule.  Providence Water investigated 

modifications to the fluoride handling process as 

part of the overall project and it was determined 

that the best long-term solution was to convert to a 

liquid based, fluorosilic acid system.  The new 

liquid fluoride system is in service and construction 

is complete.  
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Placing A/C unit on top of the Auditorium 

Treatment Plant - Office A/C and Ventilation Upgrades  

The construction contract for the needed improvements 

to the administrative offices at the treatment plant is 

substantially complete.  Improvements included 

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrades to 

the office areas and to the auditorium.  In addition, a 

new acoustical panel ceiling was installed in the offices 

on the basement level of the water treatment plant and 

ventilation equipment was installed in the lime and 

fluoride transfer area of the treatment plant. 

  

Replace water heaters for process water  

The construction contract to replace the two (2) water heaters at the treatment plant is 

complete.  Both units had failed and were out of service.  The process water was being 

heated inefficiently by one of the two large heating boilers.  A new system consisting of 

a new small boiler and an additional heat exchanger has been installed to correct this 

situation.  The system will provide more efficient operation as well as redundancy to 

the entire hot water system that is used for domestic hot water and process water for 

water treatment.   

  

Treatment Plant - Heating System Upgrade 

Upgrades were needed to the heating system at the treatment plant including 

replacing unit heaters, thermostats, and miscellaneous piping.  The construction 

contract is complete for the upgrades to the various heating system components 

throughout the treatment plant.  

 

Wash Water Tank - Structural Rehabilitation 

The wash water tank, which provides backwashing water to the treatment plant's 

filters is a circular concrete underground tank.  Concrete rehabilitation inside the tank 

and concrete rehabilitation of the valve chamber located adjacent to the tank and the 

replacement of the three access hatches for the tank has been completed.  The 

replacement of the main 36" washwater valve has been replaced and the project is now 

complete. 
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Service Water Tank Inspection / Improvements 

The service water tank located at the treatment plant has been inspected and was 

found to be in very good structural condition.  The sacrificial zinc anodes were 

replaced as recommended in the inspection report. 

 
Clarification Optimization (Pumped Flash Mixer System) 

Providence Water began looking at optimization of the clarification process while 

investigating long term planning for the rehabilitation of the sedimentation basins and 

the tangential mixer at the treatment plant.  Both projects are in Providence Water's IFR 

plan.  The logistics of rehabilitating these structures is complicated, requiring that they 

are isolated offline for extended periods. 

 
Providence Water therefore instituted a study in which various alternatives for 

rehabilitation were investigated, taking into consideration present regulatory 

requirements and issues which may impact the treatment processes in the foreseeable 

future.  The study founded that the concrete open-air sedimentation basins are 

experiencing some short-circuiting of flows, resulting in significantly less detention 

time than might otherwise be possible.  As a result, maximum optimization of the 

clarification process is not taking place.  In addition to the various concrete repairs that 

are planned, a series of new baffles are being considered in both basins to improve the 

sedimentation process.   

 
As part of the study, jar testing was also conducted which identified areas in our 

clarification process that could be improved to enhance coagulation/flocculation to 

obtain improved removal of organics.  The results of the tests indicated that a 

significant increase in the coagulant dose would provide for improved removal of 

organic disinfection by-product precursors to assist Providence Water's efforts to 

comply with the Stage 1 Disinfectants and Disinfection By-Products Rule.  The 

recommendations were implemented by significantly increasing the dosage of ferric 

sulfate.  This increase in chemical dosing necessitated the replacement of the existing 

ferric sulfate metering pumps with new pumps properly sized to handle the increased 

capacity.  A Total Organic Carbon (TOC) on-line meter was installed in the ferric pump 

room to comply with the treatment requirements of the Disinfectant / Disinfection By-
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Product Regulation.  A benchtop TOC analyzer has been installed in the lab to comply 

with the monitoring requirements of the Disinfectant / Disinfection By-Product 

Regulation. 

 
The jar test results also indicate that the current coagulant rapid mix process, presently 

performed primarily by the aerators, is not occurring soon enough after the 

introduction of the ferric sulfate coagulant to result in optimal coagulation.  As a result, 

a retrofit pump flash mix system was designed which will accomplish the desired flash 

mixing.  This new pump flash mixer system replaces the ferric injection point from pre-

aeration (where it takes approximately 40 seconds to mix) to a new post-aeration 

injection point which provides near instantaneous mixing.  The project is complete and 

the new pump flash mixer system is operational.   

 
Process Control and Control System Upgrades  

Two new totalizers were installed at two wholesale metering facilities.  The new 

totalizers display additional digits to register higher consumption for large water 

users. 

 
Construction is complete to upgrade the central control system at the treatment plant 

with a new application workstation, two workstation processors, and a Windows XP 

workstation to provide increased speed, hard drive storage capacity, security, and 

expansion capabilities.   

 
The pump control system at the Greenville Avenue pumping station was limited to 

controlling only two of the three domestic pumps, and a fire pump in the pumping 

sequence.  This sometimes caused water pressure fluctuations in the distribution 

system within that pressure zone.  Improvements were made to the remote telemetry 

unit (RTU) consisting of upgrades to the motherboard, memory card, software 

programming, and the keypad panel.  This reduced the pressure fluctuations by 

incorporating the third pump into the pumping control sequence. 

  
A study evaluating the existing SCADA communication system in terms of reliability, 

operating and maintenance costs, and alternative communication systems was 

completed.  The study concluded that the existing dedicated digital service system 
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meets the requirements for reliability and cost effectiveness when compared to other 

communication technologies. 

 
A new water level transducer was installed at the Lawton Hill reservoir to replace the 

old transmitter.  The old transmitter was sometimes affected by pressure fluctuations 

when the reservoir was filling which interfered with the proper control of pumping 

operations.  The new transmitter will more reliably measure the water level in the 

reservoir. 

 
A new water level transducer, transmitter, and radio telemetry equipment were 

installed at the outlet structure of Sludge Lagoon #2 to monitor the water discharge 

over the existing stop logs to the Pawtuxet River.  Radio receiver equipment was 

installed at the Water Treatment plant and tied into the Master PLC (programmable 

logic controller) to receive the transmitted data.  A new report was developed to log 

the flow data from the new transmitter.  The new transmitter now allows the 

continuous monitoring of the discharge rate from the sludge lagoons. 

 
A new PLC was installed at the new emergency pumping facility recently constructed 

at structure "D" in our transmission system.  The new PLC will transmit pumping and 

flow data to the master PLC at the water treatment plant.  Plans are to install 

distribution system monitoring equipment at structure '"D" to monitor pH, chlorine 

residual, conductivity, and fluoride. 

 

Construction has been completed to upgrade the Autocon RTU at the Greenville 

Avenue pumping station to an Allen-Bradley PLC.  These improvements are being 

conducted in conjunction with upgrades to the pumping station which consisted of 

installing variable frequency drive (VFD) controls on the three domestic pumps to 

stabilize water pressures within its service area.  A new remote pressure monitoring 

station is being installed in the distribution system of the pumping zone of the 

Greenville Ave. pumping station to provide system operating pressure data to the 

station and the central control system at the treatment plant. 
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Thirty-Four (34) gage and differential pressure transmitters have been replaced at all of 

the 24 remote locations.  All of the 24 remote telemetry units (RTU's) have been 

replaced with programmable logic controllers (PLC's) for increased security, more 

efficient data transmission, and lower operating and maintenance costs.  Additionally, 

software and hardware modifications to the master PLC at the treatment plant to 

incorporate the modifications from the remote pump station PLC's are completed.  A 

redundant master PLC was installed for added system reliability.  The existing chart 

recorder and level transmitter have been replaced at the Gainer Dam gatehouse to 

ensure continued accuracy and reliability. 

 
Process Meter Replacement 

Several types of process metering equipment are used at the treatment plant and in the 

distribution system for monitoring and maintaining water quality.  Data is collected 

and logged for recording and reporting purposes.  This equipment needs to be 

replaced at regular recommended intervals to ensure continued accuracy and 

reliability.  A fluoride meter and two pH meters have been replaced.   

 
Chlorine Room Upgrades 

All three chlorinators located in the chlorine room were replaced with new units.  The 

chloramatic valves on the old chlorinators needed frequent maintenance, the eductors 

had become obsolete, and the chlorinators needed to be frequently calibrated. 

 

Lab Improvements 

Since 1996 various laboratory equipment has been replaced at the lab as it became 

necessary.   
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Ferric System Upgrades 

During internal inspection of the three 12,000 gallon liquid ferric storage tanks, a crack 

was found in one of the tanks.  Based on the age and condition of the tanks, all three 

tanks were replaced with new 16,000 gallon fiberglass tanks.  Work included 

replacement of all exterior piping, strainers, and insulation.  The tank containment area 

and the floor in the bulk storage transfer building were also recoated. 

          
                      Old 12,000 Gal Liquid Ferric Storage Tanks              New 16,000 Gal Liquid Ferric Storage Tanks 

Transmission System 

 
102" Aqueduct - Investigation/Rehabilitation 

A portion of the 102" transmission aqueduct failed in November 1996.  A failure 

analysis was conducted to determine the cause of the failure and corrective measures 

needed to prevent future failure.  A risk assessment and internal inspection was 

performed between March 1998 and April 1998.  The inspection and risk assessment 

resulted in recommendations to rehabilitate portions of the 102" main.  In November 

1998 work commenced on the 102" main consisting of exterior rehabilitation, internal 

reinforcing of sections of pipe with carbon fiber linings, installation of manholes for 

additional access points, and performing additional inspections of the main. 

 
During January 2000, eleven sections of pipe were rehabilitated with carbon fiber 

linings, external restoration was conducted to seven sections of pipe through 

application of new mortar coatings, and three manholes were installed for additional 

access and de-watering points.  A 60" butterfly valve was installed to replace a 

defective valve.  Approximately 2.5 miles of the 5 mile long pipeline easement was 

cleared of trees and brush in order to have access to the pipeline for monitoring and 

maintenance.  The entire 5 mile long pipeline route is now accessible by vehicle. 
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Aqueduct Siphon Chamber - Replace Roof 

The project has been completed. 

 

                                                                   

             Roof Construction – Aqueduct Siphon Chamber                    Completed Aqueduct Siphon Chamber 

 
Cathodic Protection - Transmission Mains 

In 1990, a preliminary corrosion evaluation was conducted on a section of 48" steel 

transmission main that recommended corrosion protection of the structure to arrest 

any further deterioration.  In order to accomplish this, the main needed to be 

electrically isolated.  Construction has been completed for the installation of four 

isolation couplings and the installation of an impressed current cathodic protection 

system.  A final inspection was conducted and a report was prepared which indicated 

that the system is operating to protect the main.  In addition to cathodic protection, 

approximately 1400 feet of the 48" steel water main was cleaned and relined with 

cement mortar to eliminate the leaks that were found on the main. 

 

                                                   Cathodic Testing 30" Tee, Eddy St 
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Concrete repairs to the interior of the 
90” pipeline 

Removal of top of 90” pipeline 

90" Effluent Finished Water Aqueduct – Inspection / Rehabilitation 

Extensive concrete corrosion damage was discovered in the treatment plant’s 90-inch 

effluent conduit during the rehabilitation of the plant’s effluent venturi meters.  

Subsequently, a video inspection in November 1999 revealed further extensive 

concrete corrosion damage continuing along the 90" aqueduct as it leaves the plant. 

Multiple methodologies and approaches for the rehabilitation of the 90" aqueduct were 

investigated and a work plan was developed that included the installation of a 90” 

butterfly valve in the aqueduct just downstream of the 78" aqueduct connection in 

order to enable the 78"/102" aqueduct to continue to function during an event in which 

the 90" is out of service.  The installation of this valve made it possible to conduct the 

rehabilitative work on the 90”.  The interior of the 90" aqueduct was rehabilitated for a 

distance of 1000 feet from the Effluent Chamber to the West Portal using fast curing, 

potable water-safe, cementitious products.  

 
Concrete corrosion damage to the lower 
half of the effluent conduit 

 
Extensive concrete corrosion damage in 
vicinity of south venturi meter 

 
Access into 90” aqueduct at new valve location 

Sawcutting top of 90” pipeline to gain 
access for repairs and valve installation 
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90” valve in place 

 
90” disc plug in place prior to 
rehabilitation and valve installation 

Work also consisted of the inspection of the final 4 miles 

of aqueduct (from the West Portal to the Siphon 

Chamber).  The inspection of the 4 miles of aqueduct 

indicated that portions of this stretch required 

rehabilitative work.  A Design/Build team was awarded 

the project to rehab the entire 4 mile stretch of the 

aqueduct and construction on this project has been 

completed.  Various concrete rehabilitative work has 

been completed including crack injections, spalled 

concrete repairs, and the investigation and repair of 

hollow sounding areas. 

 
A new access point was constructed adjacent to the old 

East Portal.  The old east portal was placed out of 

service because it had become antiquated and was in 

need of repairs.  A new concrete block building was 

constructed with a new venting mechanism, a security 

system, and 

a hoisting 

system.   

 

 
Lowering the 90” valve into place 

Pouring base slab of new valve 
enclosure 

 
New 90” Valve Structure 

 

Removal of old East Portal Structure 

 
Opening into Aqueduct at New Access Structure 
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The existing Siphon Chamber needed replacement due to size constraints and 

deterioration of the building.  The replacement of the structure moved up in priority 

and was added to the scope of work for this project when it became apparent that it 

would be more cost effective to replace the building than it would be to expend funds 

on the existing obsolete structure.  Work on the construction of a new Siphon Chamber 

has been completed. 

 
The 2 year anniversary inspection of the 90" aqueduct was conducted in January 2005. 

The inspection identified a few areas in need of repair.  The contractor conducted the 

necessary repairs completing the project. 

 

Supplemental Tunnel – inspection / rehabilitation 

102” Aqueduct - Inspection 

A contract was awarded for inspection/design services for the 102" Aqueduct. 

Providence Water plans to inspect and rehabilitate this extremely important 

transmission aqueduct at 5-year intervals.  In 2000, the aqueduct was rehabilitated and 

this inspection therefore represents the first follow-up 5-year inspection. 

 
The inspection began in the fall of 2005.  It utilized a new technique that involves 

electromagnetic imaging through the interior of the pipeline which can detect the 

presence of broken prestressed wires within the pipe, supplemented with a visual and 

structural inspection including acoustic sounding. 

 
Based on the extensive inspection and the subsequent repair of 45 pipe sections 

completed in 2000, no significant additional deteriorated sections had been anticipated.  

The electromagnetic imaging, however, detected 71 pipe sections with potential wire 

breakage.  The one area of greatest concern was near Oaklawn Avenue, directly 

opposite the street from the November 1996 break.  Interior soundings confirmed areas 

of concrete delamination around the pipe.  The pipe was excavated to further 

investigate its condition and was found to be deteriorated to the point of approaching 

failure, with numerous rusted out and broken prestressed wires.  The inspection 

performed in 2000 had found no evidence of any deterioration or irregularities in this 

pipe section.  The pipe section was reinforced through post-tensioning with the 
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exterior diameter of the pipe being wrapped with steel tendons spaced 4-inches apart 

and covered with 3 inches of fiber reinforced concrete. 

 

Given the rapid rate of deterioration of this pipe section in the same Oaklawn Avenue 

area within the five year period, a decision was made to reinforce the remaining seven 

pipe sections in this area that had not been previously done.  These seven pipe sections 

were reinforced utilizing the same internal carbon fiber lining that was performed 

during the previous rehabilitation project that was completed in 2000. 

 

More extensive hammer soundings were performed on the remaining 70 pipe sections 

that had suspected wire breaks.  Results from the hammer soundings as well as results 

from the electromagnetic inspections led to the development of an excavation plan for 

further investigation.  Several pipe sections were excavated and inspected with several 

minor deficiencies being corrected. 

 

Also as part of this project, a fiber optic data acquisition system and acoustic 

monitoring sensor line was installed in the pipeline.  This system provides real-time 

monitoring on a continuous 24-hour per-day basis to acoustically detect and analyze 

reinforcing wire breaks as they occur.  Since this fiber optic sensor line will continually 

monitor the sounds being transmitted through the pipeline to detect the acoustic 

events associated with the failure and break of prestressed wires, it is expected that 

there will not be the need to dewater and perform internal inspections of the pipeline 

as frequently as originally expected. 

 

The pipeline was placed back in service prior to the start of the high demand season.  

During the fall of 2006, the remaining portion of the pipeline from the 102-inch 

butterfly valve to Structure E was inspected utilizing the same electromagnetic 

imaging performed on the first pipeline section.  The electromagnetic imaging found 

no major problems, detecting only 19 pipe sections with a minor number of possible 

wire breaks.  An interior structural walkthrough that included hammer sounding of 

the entire pipe section at various circumference positions also indicated no major areas 

of concern in this pipeline section.  The acoustic monitoring sensor line was also 

extended from the 102-inch butterfly valve to Structure E, which will enable the entire 

102-inch pipeline to be continually monitored. 
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78" Aqueduct - Inspection 

The first time ever inspection of the 78 inch aqueduct has been completed and pipe 

sections found severely deteriorated have been repaired.  Providence Water is in the 

process of reviewing the final report of the inspection findings and pipeline condition 

and risk assessments for both the 78" and 102" aqueducts. 

 
In preparation of the inspection of the 78" pipeline, four existing access manholes and 

covers that had previously been buried well below grade were raised to the surface.  In 

addition, to assist in the dewatering of the pipeline and to provide additional access, 

four additional manholes were installed along the pipeline.   

 
The inspection began in the fall of 2007 utilizing the same technique that was used on 

the 102" inspection involving electromagnetic imaging through the interior of the 

pipeline which detects the presence of broken prestressed wires within the pipe, and a 

visual and structural inspection using acoustic hammer soundings.  The inspection was 

performed in two phases. 

 
During the first phase, the 78" pipeline was inspected from the treatment plant up to 

the newly installed 78" butterfly valve at Kent County's Clinton Avenue connection.  

Based on the results from both the electromagnetic testing and acoustic soundings, it 

was determined that four pipe sections warranted further investigation.  These four 

pipe sections were excavated and found to have significant damage consisting of 

numerous wire breaks and significant hollow areas.  Three of the four pipe sections 

were repaired utilizing a 3-sided reinforced concrete encasement structure.  Due to the 

depth of cover (approximately 25'), the fourth pipe section was repaired utilizing post-

tensioned tendons around the exterior of the pipe encased in reinforced concrete. 

 
The second phase of the inspection was performed from the 78" butterfly valve to 

Structure D.  Once again utilizing electromagnetic imaging and acoustic hammer 

soundings, five pipe sections of concern were identified.  Three pipe sections were 

partially excavated and inspected from which it was determined that no repair work 

was needed.  The two remaining pipe sections, located beneath a roadway, were 

excavated and found to have significant damage consisting of numerous wire breaks 
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and significant hollow areas.  Due to the extent of the damage to these pipe sections, 

the pipe sections were repaired utilizing post-tensioned tendons around the exterior of 

the pipe encased in reinforced concrete.  One additional pipe section in this area was 

also excavated and although no wire breaks or significant hollow areas were found, 

areas of exposed reinforcing wires were observed.  To further protect this pipe section 

it was encased in reinforced concrete.  In addition, an access manhole was installed on 

this pipe section in anticipation of further repair work being required in this area in the 

future.   

 
Improvements to Structure "D" and "E" 

A contract was awarded for inspection/design services for Structures "D" and "E".  The 

inspection of these structures was completed this past fall.   

 

66" Transmission Main Inspection 

The 66" main, approximately 8500 feet in length, installed in 1926, is a riveted steel 

pipeline.  The inspection of this pipeline consisted of an over the line sight survey, soil 

resistivity testing, soil chemistry analyses, leak detection, and an internal inspection 

and select external excavations.  The 66" transmission main inspection has been 

completed and the line was found to be in good structural condition with no major 

remedial work required.  Cleaning and recoating the exposed exterior surfaces of the 

transmission main and valves located in one air release, one blowoff, and two access 

vaults were completed as recommended by the inspection report.    

 
60" Transmission Main Inspection 

The 60" main (Neutaconkanut Conduit), installed in 1926, is a 21,000 feet-long 60-inch 

reinforced concrete steel cylinder pipeline.  The exterior inspection of the 60" 

transmission main has been completed consisting of an over the line sight survey, soil 

resistivity testing, soil chemistry analyses, and select excavations to inspect the main.  

Exterior and interior inspections were conducted on the transmission main that 

indicated that the conduit is in very good physical condition.  A final condition 

assessment report was submitted with the results indicating that no follow-up work is 

needed on the concrete pipe. 
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102" Aqueduct - Investigation/Rehabilitation (2010 - 2011) 

Inspection of the entire 102" aqueduct has been completed in accordance with 

Providence Water's continuing plan of inspecting and rehabilitating this extremely 

important transmission aqueduct at 5-year intervals.  Similar to the previous 

inspections, the inspection included electromagnetic imaging through the interior of 

the pipeline that detects the presence of broken prestressed wires within the pipe, 

supplemented with a visual and structural inspection that included acoustic 

soundings. 

 
The visual and structural inspection revealed various minor deficiencies, the majority 

of which were joints with missing/deteriorated mortar.  Repairs that addressed these 

minor deficiencies have been completed.  Based on the results from both the 

electromagnetic testing and acoustic soundings, it was determined that seven pipe 

sections warranted further inspection.  Four of the pipe sections were excavated for 

further inspection.  Upon further inspection it was determined that no repairs were 

warranted for three of these four pipe sections.  However, excavation of the fourth pipe 

section confirmed the presence of broken wires.   Due to the depth of the excavation, 

and the high ground water level, it was determined that carbon fiber lining this pipe 

section was the most cost effective method of repair. 

 

Additionally, the three pipe remaining sections could not be easily excavated.  It was 

determined that these sections would also be carbon fiber lined.  Two locations are 

located at the entrance to Cranston West High School, and the third is located directly 

under I295 south.  Carbon fiber lining is the same type of repair performed on various 

pipe sections resulting from the 2005 inspection. 

 

A sluice gate has been installed at the entrance to the 78” aqueduct prior to the 

inspection of the aqueduct to replace the existing stop shutters.  The sluice gate also 

allows for easier and tighter shutdowns of the 78” aqueduct when the structure needs 

to be isolated for inspection and repairs.  
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78” Aqueduct Inspection 

The 78" pipeline was first inspected in 2008.  Major deficiencies were found and 

significant rehabilitative work became necessary.  A program has been implemented 

for inspecting and rehabilitating (as necessary) this transmission line on a regular 5-

year schedule.  

 

In accordance with Providence Water's continuing plan of inspecting and rehabilitating 

this extremely important transmission aqueduct, the 78” pipeline was inspected in 

April 2013.  Similar to the previous inspections, the inspection consisted of 

electromagnetic imaging through the interior of the pipeline that detects the presence 

of broken prestressed wires within the pipe, supplemented with a visual and structural 

inspection that included acoustic soundings.  In addition, a different technology was 

used to aid in the inspection.   Both sonic and ultra-sonic testing methods were used to 

detect wall thicknesses of the pipe and to determine if there was proper bonding 

between the pipe layers. 

 
The inspection identified numerous pipe sections that warranted investigation.  Two 

pipe sections in the same area were excavated and found to have multiple wire breaks 

with over half the prestressed wires broken.  These sections of pipe were rehabilitated.  

No further rehabilitative work was needed and the entire 78” pipeline will be 

inspected again in the next five years. 

 

Pumping and Storage 

 
Bath Street Pump Station Upgrade 

Construction is complete.  

Rehabilitation of the facility included 

replacing pumps, replacing suction 

and discharge piping, instrumentation 

and electrical system upgrades, 

architectural and structural improvements, and installation of an emergency power 

generator.  Final pump control programming has been completed. 

Delivery of new generator enclosure 
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Neutaconkanut Pump Station Upgrade 

Construction is complete.  Rehabilitation of the facility included replacing pumps, 

replacing suction and discharge piping, instrumentation and electrical system 

upgrades, and architectural and structural improvements.  Final pump control 

programming has been completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aqueduct Pump Station (electrical upgrade) 

A project was completed to upgrade the electrical service for the pump station to 1200 

amps.  The old service was undersized and needed to be increased for additional 

capacity.  The upgrade enables all five pumps to run simultaneously and provides 

extra capacity for future upgrades of the station.  

  

 
Interior of Neutaconkanut Pump Station before 
rehabilitation 

 
Interior of Neutaconkanut Pump Station after 
rehabilitation

 
Neutaconkanut Pump Station piping before 
rehabilitation 

 
Neutaconkanut Pump Station piping after rehabilitation 
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Old Longview Reservoir sluice gate 
being removed 

Aqueduct Pump Station (pump upgrades)  

A project was completed to increase the pumping capacity for the station from 4200 

gpm to 5800 gpm.  Due to the rapid development of housing in the western Cranston 

area of the system, the elevation at Lawton Hills Reservoir during high summer 

demand periods could not be properly maintained.   

 

Dean Estates Pump Station - Replace Roof 

The project has been completed. 

 

Various Pump Stations - Electronic Equipment Upgrades 

The equipment upgrades consist of modernizing and replacing electronic 

instrumentation equipment at various pump stations and distribution reservoirs in the 

system.  To date, transmitters and other equipment have been replaced at Fruit Hill, 

Garden Hills, Neutaconkanut, Western Cranston, and Dean Estates pump stations, and 

the Lawton Hills reservoir. 

 
Longview Reservoir - Structural Rehabilitation 

Construction is complete for the rehabilitation of the 

original section of Longview Reservoir.  The 

rehabilitation work consisted of the application of a hot-

applied reinforced rubber membrane sealant over the 

entire roof surface of the reservoir, sealing of all cracks 

and construction joints on the walls and floor of the 

interior of the reservoir, replacement of the sluice gate, 

and replacement of the stop shutters. 

 

Aqueduct Reservoir - Inspection / Rehabilitation 

Construction is complete to rehabilitate Aqueduct Reservoir.  The work consisted of 

the application of a hot-applied reinforced rubber membrane sealant over the entire 

roof surface and the sealing of cracks and construction joints on the interior walls and 

floor of the reservoir.  
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Neutaconkanut Gate House - Replace Roof 

The project has been completed. 

 

Neutaconkanut Reservoir Gatehouse Rehabilitation    

Construction has been completed to restore the northeast section of the building that 

had deteriorated.  Work consisted of replacing bad sections of the foundation, 

replacing sections of the damaged brick wall, sealing the exterior masonry joints, and 

providing a ventilation system for the gatehouse structure. 

 

Greenville Avenue Pump Station – Replace surge valve 

A project has been completed in which a pump control valve was replaced inside the 

station that eliminates surges generated by the startup and shutdown of the booster 

pumps. 

 

Ridge Road Reservoir - Inspection 

The Ridge Road tank, constructed in 1989, is an above ground prestressed concrete 

tank with a storage capacity of 3.5 MG which provides operational and fire flow 

storage for the Extra-High Service area of North Providence.  Inspection of the Ridge 

Road Reservoir tank has been completed.  No corrective action was identified for the 

interior or exterior of the tank at this time.  The tank will be inspected regularly in the 

future.   

 

Aqueduct Pump Station Rehabilitation 

Construction for rehabilitation of the pump station has been completed.  The station 

was constructed in 1972 by the City of Cranston and was acquired in 1998 by 

Providence Water as part of the acquisition of the Western Cranston Water District.  

Rehabilitation of the facility included a modular addition to the existing building that 

houses new vertical turbine pumps, instrumentation and electrical system upgrades, 

replacement of the emergency generator, and architectural and structural 

improvements to the existing pump station building structure to convert its use to a 

storage facility. 
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Cleaning the inside of the Reservoir 

Neutaconkanut Reservoir - Inspection / Rehabilitation  

Neutaconkanut Reservoir, constructed in 1928, has a storage capacity of 42.1 MG.  The 

facility feeds the gravity-fed low service system and the Neutaconkanut Pump Station. 

Work has been completed for concrete rehabilitation of the interior of the tank, 

installation of a new electric hoist in the gatehouse, 

rehabilitation of the existing stop shutters, and the 

installation of a 60" butterfly valve to functionally 

replace a 75-year-old gate valve.   Also completed 

were the replacement of a sluice gate inside the 

reservoir and the installation of a 48" feed line 

adjacent to the tank to allow for improved water 

circulation inside the tank. 

 

A leak was discovered on the new 48" circulation line in the vicinity of the reservoir 

when the reservoir was placed back in service in the spring and the line has been 

subsequently shut down.  Excavation of the reservoir slope has been completed and 

the leak was located in the casting in the reservoir wall where the new pipe enters the 

reservoir.  Repairs have been completed. 

 

Various Pumping and Storage Improvements 

The generator enclosure for the Bath Street pump station required remedial work to 

upgrade some of the sound attenuation insulation that had deteriorated. 

 

Dean Estates Pump Station Upgrade 

The Dean Estates Pump Station was built in 1982.  The station draws its supply from 

the low service system and boosts the pressure in the Dean Estates neighborhood of 

Cranston.  The scope of work included combining the Garden Hills and Dean Estates 

pressure zones into a single pressure zone, which is served by one pump station.  Only 

the Dean Estates Pump Station was rehabilitated, which allowed for the abandonment 

of the Garden Hills Pump Station.  To accomplish this, a new water main was installed 

at the Glen Hills Drive Bridge crossing RI 37.  Construction is complete to rehabilitate 

the Dean Estates Pump Station.  The rehabilitation of the station included installation 
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of new variable frequency drive vertical turbine pumps, elimination of aged hydro 

pneumatic tanks, instrumentation and electrical system upgrades, installation of an 

emergency generator, and architectural improvements to the pump station building. 

 

Distribution System 

 
Various Distribution System Improvements    

Improvements have been completed in two particular sections of the distribution 

system.  In the Port of Providence, meters have been installed in various industrial 

buildings to individually meter these accounts.  The Port of Providence had previously 

been metered through old inaccurate master meters.  At Harborside Blvd., new mains 

were installed to Providence Water standards to replace some of the older mains in this 

area, new fire hydrants were installed, and individual building meters were installed 

to replace the older inaccurate master meter serving the area.   

 
In the western Cranston section of the system two pressure reducing valves have been 

rehabilitated, and two others have been replaced.  The valves are now fully functional 

and regulate the static pressure to that area of the system. 

 

On Interstate 95, in the northbound lane at the Branch Ave overpass, two 16 inch 

mains, one high service and the other low service, were internally rehabilitated by 

installing rubber seals at each pipe joint.  Approximately 155 feet of the high service 

main and 160 feet of the low service line were reconditioned. 

  

Replace Water Meters 

In accordance with the Report and Order of Docket Number 3832, the funding for 

future water meter replacements is to be from a restricted Meter Replacement Account 

rather than from the IFR Account.  All meter replacements, and all Automatic Meter 

Reading (AMR) activities, are now funded from the same restricted account, the Meter 

Replacement Account.  For this reason, meter replacements and AMR system program 

activities will no longer be reported on an on-going basis in the IFR / CIP Status 

Report. 
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Leak Detection  

A leak detection survey has been completed of the entire distribution system and major 

transmission lines.  The survey utilized sonic leak detection equipment to detect audio 

frequencies created by water leakage.  When suspected water leaks were detected, a 

leak noise correlator was used to confirm and precisely identify where the leak was 

located along the pipe.  A total of 187 leaks were detected and verified.   

 

Valve and Hydrant Condition Assessment Program 

The project consisted of performing an initial field assessment of the condition and 

operability of all valve assets and hydrants in the distribution system, testing and 

operating each valve and hydrant, documenting system data and conditions, and 

mapping with GPS to confirm location data.  The program is now complete.  

Approximately 12,700 valves and 6,000 hydrants in the system were assessed over a 

two-year period. 

 

Support System Facilities 

 

Replace Telephone System    

Construction that replaced the existing telephone system with a new system that is 

better able to handle the needs of the organization is complete.  The new system 

provides additional capacity and is more responsive to customer service needs. 

 
Academy Avenue Administration Building - Heating System 

A project has been completed to replace the old malfunctioning boiler and controls 

with a new boiler.  It was necessary to replace the existing boiler due to increasing 

maintenance and repair costs, and because of a number of leaks occurring on the unit. 

 
Academy Avenue Administration Building - Ventilation Improvements 

Construction has been completed to replace the 4 air conditioning roof units and 

supplemental controls at the Academy Avenue Service building.  Replacement of the 

system increased the capacity by 120,000 BTU’s.  The work was needed because the old 

units were a constant source of problems, unreliable, and in need of numerous repairs.  
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Additionally, the existing units were not adequate for the size of the building. 

 

A study was conducted to evaluate the existing ventilation system for the Academy 

Avenue administration building, and to provide recommended improvements to the 

HVAC system that would improve air quality inside the building.  The study served to 

identify and prioritize future work to the ventilation system. 

 

Academy Avenue Administration Building - Roof/Insulation 

Construction was completed to replace the roof at the Academy Avenue 

Administration Building.  The project schedule was accelerated because the old roof 

had started leaking in a number of locations. 

 

Academy Avenue Administration Building - Office Renovation    

Rehabilitation of the customer service entrance at the administration building has been 

completed.  Construction consisted of replacing the old customer service counter area 

with a more secure enclosed customer waiting area, a new service counter with glass 

partitions for security, and improved lighting. 

 

Improvements were also made inside the stockroom at Academy Avenue in order to 

maximize and properly organize storage space for inventory. 

 

A project was completed to increase the capacity of the electrical system at Academy 

Avenue because the old 400-amp electrical service could not meet the additional power 

demands for the new security system.  A new 800-amp electrical service consisting of a 

new overhead primary feed line and a new transformer was installed to replace the old 

service.  In addition, a new electrical room inside the administration building was 

constructed which includes a new main circuit breaker, a distribution panel, and 

appurtenant lighting, receptacles, wiring, and ventilation. 

 

Remove / Replace Underground Storage Tanks 

Underground fuel storage tanks (UST) have been removed and replaced with new 

above ground tanks at both the Raw Water Booster pump station at the base of Gainer 
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Removal of Original Forestry Boiler 

 

Delivery of new above ground fuel storage tank at the 
Aqueduct Pumping Station 

Dam, and the Aqueduct pump station at Aqueduct Reservoir in Cranston.  Leak 

monitoring equipment was installed on the Transformer Building fuel tank at the 

treatment plant, and modifications were made to the suction and return piping to 

comply with DEM regulations. 

 

A storage tank compliance assessment report has been completed and as a result, 

additional action is being taken to bring all our facilities into full compliance with 

regulatory requirements.  Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure Plans have 

been developed, and record-keeping and inspection programs have been developed 

and implemented for all regulated tanks.  

Signage on several abovegound storage 

tanks (AST) has been upgraded, high level 

alarms added to the AST's at the Raw 

Water Booster Pump Station and Aqueduct 

Pump Station, and overfill prevention 

valves added to the AST at the 

Forestry/Maintenance Building.  A heating 

oil underground storage tank at Academy Ave. has been closed in place.  UST's for 

heating oil at the Raw Water Booster Pump Station, the Forestry/Maintenance 

Building, and the Purification Plant have been removed, and new AST's have been 

installed at those sites and at Academy Avenue. 

 

Forestry Building - Heating System Upgrade 

The original boiler for the forestry garage 

dated back to the 1960's and was in need of 

replacement. The boiler had pneumatic 

controls and drew power off of the 600V 

electrical service for the building.  

Replacement parts were difficult and 

expensive to maintain.  The construction 

contract for the replacement of the heating system and a complete electrical upgrade of 

the service to a new 480V supply at the forestry building is complete.  
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Various Support System and Facility Improvements    

The employee parking lot at the Academy Avenue Administration Building has been 

rehabilitated.  Portions of the lot were repaved, parking areas were relined, additional 

parking spaces were created, and an area was allocated for outside access of inventory 

supplies. 

 

Improvements were made to the fire 

supply line entering the Academy Ave. 

building by installing a backflow 

prevention device to protect the water 

system and correct fluctuations in water 

pressure that will prevent the fire alarm 

system from inadvertently activating. 

 

Construction has been completed for the restoration of the masonry and brickwork for 

the administration building at Academy Ave.  Areas of the building surface had 

cracked and deteriorated because of age and exposure to the external elements. 

 

Safety improvements were made to the diesel and gasoline underground fuel storage 

tanks at the treatment plant with the installation of a leak monitoring system.  The 

older system had stopped working and was obsolete.  At Longview Reservoir, 

improvements were made to the existing radio system by installing a solar powered 

battery charging system that provides backup emergency power to the two-way radio 

repeater.  In the event of a power loss, this system would provide backup power that 

would keep radio communications alive.  At Academy Avenue, 85 lockers were 

purchased for operations personnel to address the lack of personal storage space at 

that facility.  Also at Academy Avenue, the vehicle exhaust removal system in the 

garage was upgraded to improve the air quality for personnel. 

  

Restoration of the masonry and brickwork at Academy 
Avenue in progress 
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New Egress from Forestry Garage 

Fire Safety System Improvements 

Providence Water owns and operates 27 

facilities throughout Providence, North 

Providence, Johnston, West Warwick, 

Cranston, and Scituate.  A field inspection of 

each facility was conducted and completed by 

each local Fire Marshal having jurisdiction 

over the area.  Compliance issues consist of 

upgrading fire sprinklers, municipal alarms, 

fire rated doors, fire rated wall separations, 

and safety rails.  Construction is complete and all Providence Water facilities are now 

in compliance with the new Rhode Island Fire Safety Code that was adopted in 

February 2004.  

 

Watershed Storage Facility 

Replacement of the 80-year-old Forestry Storage Building adjacent to the settling 

lagoons has been completed.  The scope of work included asbestos abatement and 

demolition of the existing building, removal of an old abandoned underground fuel 

storage tank, design and construction of a new pre-engineered storage building, and a 

road sand granular storage shed.  Associated site work included grading, paving, and 

security fencing. 

 

  

 
                            Watershed Storage Facility 
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Rehabilitate Access Roads / Fencing - PW Property 

Construction is complete for the restoration of the 2500 feet of access road leading into 

the Neutaconkanut pump station.  The project consisted of removal of the badly 

deteriorated pavement and curbing, and installation of a new bituminous concrete 

surface over the entire length.  Construction is complete for the restoration of the north 

and south access roads leading into the treatment plant.  The projects consisted of 

removal of the deteriorated pavement and installation of a new bituminous concrete 

surface.  Construction is complete for the restoration of the access road surrounding 

the storage tank at the Ridge Road site. 

 
Construction is complete for replacing the fencing and relocating the entrance gate 

structure away from the street at the Engineering and Finance Department office 

building at the Aqueduct Reservoir site in Cranston in order to address traffic safety 

concerns associated with the prior entrance configuration. 

 
The old wrought iron gates and fencing at the treatment plant were in poor condition 

and were reconditioned by sandblasting, priming, and painting the surface of the 

wrought iron.  Masonry work was complete to restore the brick columns for the 

wrought iron gate at Raw Water Booster pump station, the brick staircase for the lower 

parking lot at the treatment plant, and the chimney at for forestry garage.  Farm 

fencing was installed along the watershed to replace damaged fencing.  Also, 

construction was conducted to replace existing concrete posts for watershed fencing 

with new concrete posts because the old posts had weathered or were damaged due to 

vehicular accidents.  Construction is complete for replacing the existing slider gates at 

the Ridge Road tank and at Aqueduct Reservoir. 

 

At Aqueduct Reservoir, the oldest sections of fence surrounding the tank have been 

targeted for replacement.  To date, approximately 1500 feet of fence has been replaced 

with another 5000 feet of fence remaining. .  At the treatment plant, two new main 

entrance gates are being installed at the west side of the plant to replace the two 

original older problematic units. 
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Unloading of culvert sections for residual management 
system 

Raw Water Supply 

 

90” Influent Conduit – Inspection 

The 90" influent conduit that transports raw water from Gainer Dam to the treatment 

plant is approximately 85 years old.  The project has been combined with the "Plant 

Influent and Aerator Rehabilitation".  Construction of the project is in progress. 

 
Treatment Plant Facilities 

 
Sludge Handling/Disposal 

Construction has been completed for the removal, dewatering, and disposal of 

accumulated sludge from all of Lagoon #1 (1A and 1B) to replace lost storage capacity.  

Removal of sludge from Lagoon #1A began in June 1998 and was completed in July 

1999.  Approximately 23,000 dry tons of ferric sludge were dredged and disposed of.  

Under the continuing contract, all accumulated sludge in Lagoon #1B was removed 

and disposed of during the summer of 2000.  Additional sludge which had 

accumulated in Lagoon #1A was also subsequently removed in 2001. 

 
A new culvert and stop-log structure was installed under the division road between 

both sections of the lagoon to replace the existing damaged culvert and to provide 

better control of residual deposits.  Construction has been completed on a new 

improved residual management system.  New flow channels and control structures 

have been installed which will route the flow between alternate lagoons to allow for 

future alternate drying and removal operations. 

 

 
Sludge Lagoon at the beginning of dredging operations 
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Construction has been completed for the removal, dewatering, and disposal of 

accumulated sludge from all of Lagoon 2.  The lagoon was approximately at 70% 

capacity, and the removal of the accumulated sludge was necessary in order to restore 

the lagoon to its originally intended function of providing an adequate buffer to 

maintain an acceptable standard of water quality discharged to the Pawtuxet River.  

The sludge has been stockpiled and is being removed under the current contract. 

 

Replace Sand Filters 

Construction is in progress for the rehabilitation of all 18 filters at the treatment plant.  

The rehabilitative work will be performed in several phases and is expected to 

continue through 2017.  Filters 1 through 6 have been completed and are operational.  

Construction for filters 7 through 9 is in progress.  

 

The scope of work includes reconstructing 

all 18 filters by providing new filter drains, 

raising the filter backwash troughs to 

provide greater filter media depth, and 

completely removing the existing 

underground concrete roof slab structures 

covering the filters with a new concrete 

above-ground protective structure in their 

place.  This will provide full visibility and 

Lower Effluent Gallery – Backwash Piping & Controls New Filter Beds - #1 through #4 

Demolition of Existing Filter Bed #7 
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access of the entire surface area of the filters.  All effluent and washwater piping has 

been replaced, and new filter-to-waste piping has been installed to enhance turbidity 

and water quality.  Also part of this project was the replacement of the existing 

antiquated proprietary SCADA system (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

System) with a new state of the art system which monitors and controls the processes 

of the filters and other plant operating systems. 

 

Treatment Process Studies 

The scope of work consists of conducting various studies on the treatment train 

process with the goal of optimizing the treatment process. 

 

One study consisted of conducting bench scale piloting of four columns to determine 

treatment, operational, and maintenance impacts associated with converting to GAC 

filter media.  The study has been completed. 

 

Another study, utilizing pipe loops 

installed at the Bath Street pump station 

to evaluate potential corrosion control 

treatments for the purpose of reducing 

lead and iron corrosiveness and 

improving water quality in the system, 

has been completed. 

 
Air Scour – New Filter Beds  

 
New SCADA system  

(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System) 

 Bath St Pump Station Experimental Iron Pipe Loops 
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Providence Water provided Health with a report identifying recommendations and 

strategies for treatment adjustments for achieving optimal corrosion control and under 

its current consent order agreement with RIDOH must submit another report by 

December 31, 2014 

 

Providence Water in conjunction with the Expert Panel conducted a study which 

provided recommendations for improving Providence Water’s overall water quality.  

The study focused on the corrosion control treatment and water distribution system 

rehabilitation and cleanup.  The study recommended that Providence Water maintain 

its current high pH treatment train to allow more time for chemistry change resulting 

from the higher pH change to become effective.  The study also supported Providence 

Water’s ongoing water main replacement and unidirectional flushing programs.   

 
In accordance with a RI Department of Health condition, additional studies are being 

conducted to monitor a recently implemented incremental increase in the pH 

treatment change.  These studies include sequential sampling (lead service line 

sampling) and extended sampling at two previously installed monitoring rigs.  The 

sequential sampling has been completed and the extended sampling is still ongoing. 

 
In accordance with other RI Department of Health requirements, another study that 

explored the relationship between elevated iron concentrations and lead release has 

been completed and a report summarizing 

the findings was submitted to Providence 

Water.  Additionally, experimental lead pipe 

loops have been installed at the treatment 

plant and a study utilizing these pipe loops 

is in progress.  The study will determine the 

effectiveness of orthophosphate as a lead 

corrosion inhibitor in treated water at our 

current pH. 

 

  
 

Experimental Lead Pipe Loops 
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Water Quality Study 

In accordance with a June 2012 consent agreement between Providence Water and the 

RI Department of Health, an expert advisory panel was convened to evaluate corrosion 

control treatment.  The goal of the expert advisory panel is to provide 

recommendations, including additional studies and/or treatment adjustments needed, 

to achieve the lead action level while optimizing corrosion control within the 

distribution system.  In addition to the expert panel, by consent agreements, PW was 

required to contribute $875,000 to the Rhode Island Department of Health’s lead 

abatement program over the last three years. 

 

Plant Influent and Aerator Rehabilitation 

Construction is in progress.  The project is comprised of the following six projects. 

 

Influent Structure Rehabilitation 

The influent structure is a reinforced concrete structure which has been in service for 

over 85 years.  The exterior above-grade portion of the structure is exposed to the 

weather and concrete deterioration is 

evident.  Steel grating on the structure 

is corroding and requires 

replacement.  Plans are for the 

rehabilitation of the concrete structure 

and appurtenances.  The overflow 

weir in the influent structure will be 

raised to increase hydraulic capacity 

for water influent through the 

structure.  A masonry structure will be constructed on top of the existing footprint of 

the structure to protect the new actuators and electrical equipment from the elements. 

  

Existing Aeration Basin to be Reconstructed 
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Aerator / Influent Actuators and Valves Replacement 

Modulating the aerator/influent valves controls the raw water influent flow into the 

treatment plant.  There are 4 manually operated 36-inch gate valves and 4 electrically 

operated 36-inch butterfly valves for the aerators that need to be replaced because of 

age and condition.  Anticipated work consists of replacing all 4 butterfly valves, 

electric actuators, valve stems and guides, and electrical ducts, including the 

installation of new power wiring, disconnects, and a new motor control system and 

incorporating the new valve operators into the existing SCADA system. 

 

Influent Structure - Replace Drain and Bypass Valves 

Four 36-inch bypass gate valves allow diversion of influent water to bypass the aeration 

basin.  Three 36-inch by 36-inch drain sluice gates are used to drain the aerator effluent 

conduit, influent control structure, influent tunnel, settled water conduit, and the mixer.  

A 72-inch by 72-inch influent venturi sluice gate is used during periods of extremely 

low influent flow for the purpose of diverting influent water through only a single 

venturi meter to maintain flow meter accuracy.  The valves, valve stems and operators 

are all over 75 years old and show evidence of corrosion.  The stems for the valves are 

worn, in some cases distorted and inoperable, and require replacement. The project 

calls for the replacement of the 4 bypass gate valves, the 3 drain sluice gates, the north 

influent venturi sluice gate, and all valve stems and guides.  A new 72-inch by 72-inch 

sluice gate will be installed at the south venturi meter entrance to provide the ability to 

isolate the influent control chamber from the downstream conduits.  The existing 

manually operated valve actuators will be replaced with electric actuators with position 

and control signals that will be incorporated into the existing SCADA system. 

 
 
Influent / Effluent Aerator Conduits Inspect / Rehabilitate 

An internal inspection of the steel and concrete influent and effluent aerator conduits, 

and an external inspection of the steel conduits, as well as structural evaluations of the 

steel and concrete conduits, revealed areas that require rehabilitation addressed under 

this project. 
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Aeration Basin Concrete Rehabilitation 

The aeration basin is a reinforced concrete lined basin with cast in place concrete 

panels.  The expansion joints between panels were sealed with caulking.  The concrete 

panels have settled and shifted resulting in an uneven surface and exposed joints 

between the concrete panels.  The concrete is also severely deteriorated due to long 

term exposure to weather and treatment chemicals.  This project includes the complete 

replacement and relocation of the aeration basin in a westerly direction away from its 

current location.  This project also includes raising the elevation of the basin's circular 

weir to increase the hydraulic capacity for gravity water flow through the plant. 

 

Aeration Basin - Replace Piping, Nozzles, and Drain Valves 

Aeration is effected through a series of aerator nozzles and jets supplied by a cast iron 

piping network.  Work consists of the complete replacement of all piping, fittings, 

nozzles, and the drain valve for the aeration basin. 

 

Aerated, Settled, and Filter Influent Conduits 

Construction is in progress.  The project is comprised of the following four projects. 

 

Settled Water Conduit - Installation of Access Hatch 

Aerated and settled water is conveyed to the various treatment processes through 

circular and rectangular reinforced concrete conduits constructed in 1925.  There is 

limited access to the upper settled water conduit as it is currently configured.  Plans 

are to install an access hatch in conjunction with the filter rehabilitation project.  The 

hatch will facilitate entry into the settled water conduit by providing a safer and more 

convenient access point for inspection and rehabilitation operations. 

 

Concrete Conduits Inspect / Rehabilitate 

The 12 foot high by 8.5 foot wide rectangular reinforced concrete lower conduit 

conveys the aerated water to the tangential mixer.  A bypass chamber connects the 

lower conduit to the upper settled water conduit.  The upper settled water conduit is 

an 11.5 foot high by 10 foot wide rectangular reinforced concrete conduit that conveys 

settled water from the settling basins to the filter influent conduit which conveys the 
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settled water to the 18 filters.  Located directly below the filter influent conduit is a 

rectangular washwater drain conduit that conveys water released from backwashing 

operations of the filters to the main washwater drain that eventually leads to the 

sludge lagoons.  An internal inspection and structural evaluation of the concrete 

structures revealed deteriorated areas that require concrete rehabilitation addressed 

under this project. 

 

Influent Venturis (Aerated Water Conduit) Inspection 

Aerated water enters two 72 inch diameter reinforced concrete conduits, 45 feet in 

length, which lead to two 72 inch by 36 inch cast in place venturi flow meters.  These 

venturis measure the flow rate of water entering the plant.  

  
An internal inspection, structural evaluation, performance evaluation, and plant 

operational considerations concluded that it is not cost effective to rehabilitate the 

existing venturi meters to original specifications. 

 
This project consists of encapsulating and abandoning the existing venturi meters in 

place and installing new vortex meters within the twin existing 60" plant influent 

conduits upstream of the junction chamber.  The flow signals will be incorporated into 

the existing SCADA system. 

 
Emergency Bypass - Clean Tunnel and Install Sluice Gate 

A 6 foot wide by 7.5 foot high bypass tunnel connects the lower influent (aerated 

water) conduit to the emergency bypass chamber.  The purpose of the bypass tunnel is 

to allow aerated water, with emergency disinfection treatment, to flow directly to the 

effluent conduit in the event it became necessary to bypass the plant because of an 

emergency.  A buildup of lime sludge currently occurs in the bypass tunnel due to its 

location downstream of the lime solution injection point in the lower conduit, which 

would be an impediment in the event that the bypass would need to be utilized.  Plans 

are for cleaning the lime sludge buildup, and addressing required concrete 

rehabilitative work.  A flap gate will be installed at the entrance of the bypass tunnel to 

prevent the future buildup of lime sludge. 
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Transmission System 
 
Replace 16" and Larger Valves 

Since 1996, 208 old and outmoded gate style 

transmission valves in the system were 

replaced with new butterfly valves.  The 

valves were comprised of the following sizes: 

one hundred thirty-one (131) 16" valves, nine 

(9) 20" valves, forty-one (41) 24" valves, 

twenty-two (22) 30" valves, four (4) 42" valves, 

and one (1) 48" valve. 

 

Pumping and Storage 

 

Aqueduct Reservoir – Replace 60” Valve 

The Aqueduct reservoir 60-inch isolation valve for the reservoir is defective and needs 

to be replaced.  Construction is in progress for the temporary installation of a 60-inch 

line stop to allow for the replacement of the 60-inch butterfly valve and the 16-inch 

defective gate drain valve which is not holding. 

 

Distribution System 

 
Replace Distribution Valves 

Since 1996, 1,357 distribution valves have been replaced.  Construction is ongoing to 

replace older distribution valves in the system. 

 

Replace Fire Hydrants 

Since 1996, 1,935 older and obsolete hydrants have been replaced.  Construction is 

ongoing to replace fire hydrants in the system as they reach the end of their useful life. 

  

 

Removal of old 48 inch transmission gate valve 
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Replace Lead Services 

The EPA Lead and Copper Rule requires that systems monitor drinking water at the 

customer tap.  In accordance with the Rule, if after corrosion control optimization is 

implemented, lead concentrations exceed an action level of 15 ppb in more than 10% of 

customer taps sampled, the system is required to replace lead service lines under its 

ownership.  The regulations require that the utility must replace annually 7% of the 

total amount of lead services in the system.  In accordance with EPA requirements, the 

Rhode Island Department of Health found that Providence Water exceeded the lead 

action level on September 30, 2006 (the date of conclusion of the latest monitoring 

period) and was required to begin the annual replacement of 7% of its 25,600 lead 

services.  Because of lead-time in gearing up for an undertaking of this magnitude, 

RIDOH and Providence Water agreed to a compliance schedule that fulfilled the intent 

of the regulation whereby 14% of the lead services were to be replaced over the two-

year period ending September 30, 2008 and 7% annually thereafter.  Replacement of 

lead services began in August of 2007 and Providence Water has to date replaced 

10,265 services under this program effort.  Since the inception of our IFR program, 

15,632 lead services have been replaced.   

 

As a result of our aggressive replacement effort, which put us a year ahead of schedule, 

RIDOH allowed us to temporarily suspend mandated service replacements during the 

2011 construction season.  In accordance with a consent agreement between 

Providence Water and the RI Department of Health, in consideration of concerns that 

have been raised about the effectiveness of partial lead service line replacements, 

Health granted Providence Water a conditional stay since the 2012 construction season 

on its 7% lead service line replacement requirement. 
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Replace / Upgrade Water Mains 

Since 1996, 194,457 feet of main have been replaced.  Construction is in progress for 

replacing water mains, with the priority being given to older mains where water 

quality complaints and/or low-pressure problems have been identified.  Factors such 

as flow testing, hydraulic modeling, past leak history, and main sampling are all 

considered in the selection process.  Emphasis is also given to replacements in areas of 

local and state road resurfacing projects where cost savings can be realized.   

 

 
 

 

New Water Main Installation - Hope, Providence 
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Treatment Plant Facilities 

 

Lime System Upgrades 

A study was completed to investigate the benefits and the cost of converting from 

quicklime to hydrated lime.   The study recommended the continued use of the current 

quicklime chemical and provided various slaking and feeder equipment options to 

replace the existing lime slakers and feeders.  PW is evaluating various equipment 

options to upgrade the existing system. 
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Treatment Plant Facilities 

 

Treatment Plant Architectural Improvements 

Various architectural improvements are needed at the Treatment Plant.  Flooring 

systems in the treatment plant need varying levels of rehabilitative work, and in some 

areas floor tiles containing asbestos need to be removed and replaced with new 

flooring.  Ventilation needs to be improved in the lime feeder room. 

 

Architectural improvements have been completed that included new ceiling tiles and 

lighting in the auditorium, lobby, and conference room; upgrading the audio-visual 

equipment in the auditorium; replacing handrails and stair treads; and various 

architectural improvements to personnel spaces. The public address system was 

replaced throughout the plant to replace the older obsolete unit.  The Treatment Plant 

Chemical Building roof and the roof for the storage area have been replaced. 

 

Pumping and Storage 

 

Storage Tanks Inspections / Improvements 

Aqueduct Reservoir is currently being inspected.  Plans to inspect the other 

distribution reservoirs are being developed.
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Raw Water Supply 

 

Rehabilitate large dams (Regulating Reservoir Dam) 

Due to the unavailability of funds, and after reassessing priorities, the rehabilitation of 

the dam has been moved back in the Infrastructure plan. 
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IFR STATUS REPORT SCHEDULE
Percent Completion Latest Funds

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

PROJECTS COMPLETED
Raw Water Supply

Planning In House Jan 95 100% Nov 95 NA $1,803,960 NA
Rehabilitate Large Dams (Gainer/Regulating Dam) Design Dec 95 Jun 96 100% Dec 96

Construction Dec 95 Jun 96 100% Oct 97
Planning In House Feb 97 100% Nov 97 NA $862,563 NA

Rehabilitate Large Dams (Ponaganset Reservoir) Design Jan 97 Nov 97 100% Mar 98
Construction Apr 98 Jul 98 100% Oct 99
Planning In House Feb 93 100% Mar 93 NA $36,307 NA

Burton Pond Dam Rehabilitation Design In House Mar 93 100% Jun 95
Construction Jul 95 Sep 95 100% Oct 95
Planning In House Jan 02 100% Jun 02 NA $596,636 NA

Gainer Dam stonewall rehabilitation Design In House Jun 02 100% Apr 07
Construction Apr 07 May 08 100% Apr 10
Planning In House May 94 100% Oct 94 NA $462,311 NA

60" influent conduits - Corrosion protection Design In House May 97 100% Dec 97
Construction Jan 98 May 98 100% Jun 99
Planning In House Feb 96 100% Mar 96 NA $506,045 NA

Raw Water Booster Pump Station  - replace generator   Design In House Mar 96 100% Apr 96
Construction Jun 96 Oct 96 100% May 97
Planning NA $7,383 NA

Installation of Level Measuring Equipment   Design Various Projects
Construction
Planning In House Dec 96 100% Apr 98 NA $160,083 NA

Raw Water Booster Pump Station - replace valves Design In House Jan 99 100% Apr 99
Construction Jul 00 June 01 100% Mar 02
Planning In House Apr 99 100% May 00 NA $1,602,216 NA

Rehabilitate large dams (Barden Reservoir) Design Apr 00 Jul 00 100% Feb 01
Construction Mar 01 Sep 01 100% Sep 03
Planning In House Mar 02 100% Mar 02 NA $67,200 NA

Raw Water Booster Pump Station - pump rehabilitation Design NA NA NA NA
Construction In House Mar 02 100% Jun 03
Planning In House Jun 00 100% Nov 00 NA $1,288,836 NA

Rehabilitate large dams (Westconaug Reservoir) Design Dec 00 May 01 100% Mar 02
Construction Apr 02 Aug 02 100% Jun 04
Planning In House Jun 99 100% Feb 00 NA $395,964 NA

Rehabilitate large dams (Moswansicut Reservoir) Design Jul 01 Oct 01 100% Nov 02
Construction Jan 03 Oct 03 100% Sep 04
Planning NA $47,485 NA

Large Dam Study Design Study completed April 2005
Construction
Planning In House Sep 01 100% Dec 01 NA $747,134 NA

Gainer Dam gate house - replace valve shafts, sluice gates, stop shutters Design In House Dec 01 100% Jan 02
Construction May 02 Jan 03 100% Sep 05
Planning In House May 01 100% Dec 01 NA $134,171 NA

Raw Water Booster Pump Station - replace boiler & heating system Design Apr 02 May 02 100% Jul 03
Construction Jul 03 May 04 100% Jun 06
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)
Raw Water Supply (cont)

Planning In House Jul 05 100% Sep 05 NA $783,064 NA
Raw Water Booster Pump Station Electrical Upgrades Design In House Sep 05 100% Mar 06

Construction Apr 06 Jun 06 100% Dec 07
Planning NA $136,629 NA

Large Dam Improvements Design
Construction
Planning NA $72,830 NA

Evaluation of secondary dams Design Study completed May 2009
Construction
Planning ----- ----- ----- ----- NA $301,592 NA

Raw Water Generator Replacement Design ----- ----- ----- -----
Construction Apr 11 Apr 11 100% Dec 11
Planning NA $8,100 NA

Fencing, fire lanes, property rehabilitation Design
Construction
Planning In House Feb 08 100% Sep 08 NA $758,297 NA

Meter and Junction Chambers Rehabilitation Design Sep 08 Sep 08 100% Jun 10
Construction Jun 10 Oct 10 100% Feb 13

Treatment Plant Facilities
Planning In House Jan 92 100% Sep 93 NA $2,611,954 NA

Process Control  /  Data Aquisition System Design Sep 93 Aug 94 100% Feb 96
(Central Control Board Replacement) Construction Mar 96 Jun 96 100% May 01

Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $4,875 NA
Replace electronic process monitoring equipment Design In House Apr 96 100% May 96

Construction In House Jun 96 100% Jul 97
Planning In House Feb 92 100% May 94 NA $571,007 NA

Chlorine room rehabilitation Design Jun 94 Jan 95 100% Dec 95
Construction Jan 96 Jun 96 100% Sep 97
Planning In House Jun 95 100% Jul 95 NA $837,465 NA

Replace lime feed equipment Design Jan 95 Jul 95 100% Mar 96
Construction Apr 96 Oct 96 100% Jan 98
Planning In House Apr 92 100% Dec 93 NA $630,277 NA

Replace ferric feed equipment Design Feb 93 Jan 94 100% Feb 95
Construction Feb 95 Jul 95 100% Jun 97
Planning In House May 95 100% May 95 NA $5,728 NA

Service water / wash water system controls upgrade Design In House May 95 100% May 95
Construction In House Jun 95 100% Oct 95
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Feb 96 NA $25,349 NA

Wash Water Tank - replace check valves Design In House Feb 96 100% Mar 96
Construction Apr 96 Sep 96 100% Jun 97
Planning In House Jul 00 100% Oct 00 NA $480,861 NA

48" Washwater Main Rehabilitation - Corrosion Protection Design In House Jul 00 100% Nov 00
Construction Dec 00 May 01 100% Sep 01
Planning In House Mar 93 100% Jan 94 NA $400,000 NA

Auxilary wash and blower system for filters Design Feb 93 Feb 94 100% Oct 95
Construction Oct 95 Apr 96 100% Jul 97

Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)
Treatment Plant Facilities (cont)

Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $310,334 NA
Replace effluent valve actuators Design In House Mar 96 100% Apr 96

Construction Apr 96 Jan 97 100% Jun 98
Planning In House Jan 95 100% Jan 95 NA $55,426 NA

Filter Gallery Rehabilitation   Design In House Jan 95 100% Feb 95
Construction Mar 95 Jan 96 100% Mar 96
Planning In House Dec 93 100% Jan 94 NA $202,087 NA

Treatment Plant - Replace boilers & water heaters Design Feb 93 Feb 94 100% Dec 94
Construction Dec 94 Jun 95 100% Jun 97
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $689,786 NA

Rehabilitate interior of clearwell Design May 96 Apr 97 100% Jan 99
Construction Feb 99 Sep 99 100% May 00
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $689,786 NA

Effluent clearwell yard - concrete repairs Design May 96 Apr 97 100% Jan 99
Construction Feb 99 Jun 99 100% Nov 00
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $276,179 NA

Emergency bypass rehabilitation Design May 96 Mar 99 100% Oct 99
Construction Jun 00 Apr 01 100% Jun 01
Planning In House Jan 94 100% Jan 95 NA $945,081 NA

Treatment Plant - Electrical Supply System upgrade Design Jan 95 Feb 95 100% May 95
Construction Aug 95 Mar 96 100% Sep 96
Planning In House Feb 99 100% Feb 00 NA $1,293,691 NA

Treatment Plant - Convert Secondary Voltage - 550V to 480V Design In House Jun 99 100% Feb 00
Construction Jun 00 Jan 01 100% Dec 01
Planning In House Mar 96 100% Apr 96 NA $243,618 NA

Treatment Plant roof/insulation Design Jan 95 Apr 96 100% Jun 96
Construction Jul 96 Apr 97 100% Dec 97
Planning In House Mar 96 100% Apr 96 NA $81,206 NA

Forestry garage roof / insulation Design Jan 95 Apr 96 100% Jun 96
Construction Jul 96 Apr 97 100% Dec 97
Planning In House Jan 01 100% May 01 NA $42,535 NA

Ferric sulfate - metering system Design In House May 01 100% May 01
Construction Jul 01 Jan 02 100% Feb 02
Planning In House Oct 94 100% Jul 96 NA $511,399 NA

Treatment Plant - lab improvements Design In House Aug 96 100% Nov 00
Construction Dec 00 Sep 01 100% Dec 02
Planning In House Apr 01 100% Oct 01 NA $269,816 NA

Replace wash water pumps Design In House Nov 01 100% Dec 01
Construction Dec 01 Mar 02 100% Apr 04
Planning In House Apr 01 100% Oct 01 NA $63,388 NA

Replace service water and hydrant pumps Design In House Nov 01 100% Dec 01
Construction Dec 01 Mar 02 100% Apr 04
Planning In House May 02 100% Jun 03 NA $140,916 NA

Access Road Drainage Improvements Design NA NA NA NA
Construction Jun 03 Jul 03 100% Dec 03
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)
Treatment Plant Facilities (cont)

Planning In House Nov 03 100% Dec 03 NA $167,619 NA
Rehabilitate limestone and granite exterior blocks Design In House Dec 03 100% Jan 04

Construction Jan 04 Jun 04 100% Sep 04
Planning NA $98,097 NA

Various Treatment Plant Facilities Projects   Design Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
Construction
Planning In House Jun 01 100% Feb 02 NA $2,058,020 NA

Rehabilitate Lime Transfer System Design Feb 02 Jun 02 100% Sep 03
Construction Oct 03 Jun 04 100% Nov 05
Planning In House Jun 01 100% Feb 02 NA $882,008 NA

Rehabilitate Fluoride Transfer System Design Feb 02 Jun 02 100% Sep 03
Construction Oct 03 Jun 04 100% Sep 05
Planning In House May 01 100% May 01 NA $918,449 NA

Treatment Plant Office a/c and ventilation upgrades Design Jun 01 Jun 01 100% Jul 03
Construction Jul 03 May 04 100% Jun 06
Planning In House May 01 100% Dec 01 NA $91,041 NA

Replace water heaters for process water Design Apr 02 May 02 100% Jul 03
Construction Jul 03 May 04 100% Jun 06
Planning In House Aug 02 100% Sep 02 NA $539,334 NA

Treatment Plant - heating system upgrade Design Oct 02 Oct 02 100% Jul 03
Construction Jul 03 May 04 100% Jun 06
Planning In House Dec 02 100% Feb 03 NA $416,223 NA

Wash water tank - structural rehabilitation Design Feb 03 Sep 03 100% Apr 05
Construction Apr-05 Oct 05 100% Dec 06
Planning In House Sep 06 100% Oct 06 NA $3,229 NA

Service Water Tank - inspection / rehabilitation Design In House Sep 07 100% Sep 07
Construction NA Oct 07 100% Nov 07
Planning In House Nov 03 100% Jul 03 NA $1,174,211 NA

Clarification Optimization (Pumped Flash Mixer System) Design Feb 03 Mar 03 100% Sep 04
Construction Sep 04 Jun 05 100% Jul 08
Planning NA $1,880,961 NA

Process Control and Control System Upgrades Design Work is Ongoing - Various Upgrades
Construction
Planning NA $87,969 NA

Process meter replacement Design Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
Construction
Planning In House Sep 05 100% Sep 05 NA $46,433 NA

Chlorine Room Upgrades Design In House Sep 05 100% Sep 05
Construction In House Sep 05 100% Sep 05
Planning NA $112,197 NA

Lab Improvements Design
Construction
Planning In House Feb 13 100% Apr 13 NA $375,956 NA

Ferric System Upgrades Design In House Apr 13 100% Sep 13
Construction Aug 13 Jun 13 100% Dec 13
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PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)
Transmission System

Planning In House Dec 96 100% Feb 98 NA $6,038,079 NA
102" Aqueduct-Investigation/Rehabilitation   Design In House Nov 98 100% Oct 99

Construction In House Jan 00 100% Apr 00
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Jul 96 NA $5,754 NA

Aqueduct Siphon Chamber - replace roof Design In House Jul 96 100% Mar 98
Construction Apr 98 Jul 98 100% Aug 98
Planning In House Apr 97 100% Jun 98 NA $83,050 NA

Cathodic protection - transmission mains    Design Jun 98 Jul 98 100% Jan 00
Construction Jul 00 Aug00 100% Dec 00
Planning In House Apr 99 100% Dec 00 NA $7,373,121 NA

90" effluent finished water aqueduct  - Inspection / Rehabilitation Design Jun 00 Jun 00 100% Nov 01
Construction Dec 01 May 02 100% Mar 05
Planning In House Sep 04 100% Dec 04 NA $8,274,926 NA

Supplemental Tunnel - inspection / rehabilitation Design Dec 04 Sep 05 100% Nov 08
Construction Dec 04 Nov 05 100% Nov 08
Planning In House Sep 06 100% Jun 07 NA $48,530 NA

66" Transmission Main Inspection Design In House Sep 07 100% Sep 07
Construction NA Dec 07 100% Jan 08
Planning In House Sep 06 100% Jan 08 NA $48,530 NA

60" Transmission Main Inspection Design NA NA NA NA
Construction NA NA NA NA
Planning In House Jun 10 100% Aug 10 NA $3,786,626 NA

102" aqueduct - investigation / rehabilitation (2010-2011) Design Aug 10 Nov 10 100% Sep 13
Construction Aug 10 Nov 10 100% Sep 13
Planning In House Jul 12 100% Oct 12 NA $2,181,849 NA

78" Aqueduct Inspection Design Oct 12 Mar 13 100% Apr 13
Construction Oct 12 Feb 13 100% Nov 13

Pumping and Storage
Planning In House Nov 89 100% Jan 93 NA $2,472,410 NA

Bath Street pump station upgrade Design Feb 93 Oct 93 100% Apr 95
Construction May 95 Oct 95 100% Nov 99
Planning In House Nov 89 100% Jan 93 NA $1,847,123 NA

Neutaconkanut pump station upgrade Design Feb 93 Oct 93 100% Apr 95
Construction May 95 Oct 95 100% Nov 99
Planning In House Jul 98 100% Dec 98 NA $105,723 NA

Aqueduct pump station (electrical upgrade) Design In House Jan 99 100% Apr 99
Construction Jul 99 Oct 99 100% Mar 00
Planning In House Mar 00 100% Apr 00 NA $80,542 NA

Aqueduct pump station (pump upgrade)   Design In House Mar 00 100% Apr 00
Construction Apr 00 Jun 00 100% Jul 00
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Jul 96 NA $5,754 NA

Dean Estates Pump Station - replace roof Design In House Jul 96 100% Mar 98
Construction Apr 98 Jul 98 100% Aug 98
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $15,202 NA

Various Pump Stations - electronic equipment upgrades Design In House Apr 96 100% May 96
Construction May 96 Jun 96 100% Jul 97
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PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)

Pumping and Storage (cont)
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $652,785 NA

Longview reservoir - structural rehabilitation Design May 96 Jan 97 100% Jun 97
Construction Jun 97 Apr 98 100% Sep 99
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $1,451,462 NA

Aqueduct reservoir - inspection / rehabilitation Design May 96 Sep 97 100% Feb 98
Construction Mar 98 Apr 99 100% Oct 00
Planning In House Jan 96 100% Jul 96 NA $5,754 NA

Neutaconkanut Reservoir Gatehouse - replace roof Design In House Jul 96 100% Mar 98
Construction Apr 98 Jul 98 100% Aug 98
Planning In House Oct 99 100% Mar 00 NA $45,848 NA

Neutaconkanut Reservoir Gatehouse Rehabilitation  Design In House Apr 00 100% Jun 00
Construction Jul 00 Nov 00 100% May 01
Planning In House Apr 00 100% Aug 01 NA $11,989 NA

Greenville Ave Pump Station - Replace surge valve Design NA NA NA NA
Construction Sep 01 Oct 01 100% Nov 01
Planning In House Sep 06 100% Nov 06 NA $9,687 NA

Ridge Road Tank - inspection Design NA NA NA NA
Construction NA NA NA NA
Planning In House Oct 02 100% Mar 03 NA $2,353,475 NA

Aqueduct Pump Station Rehabilitation Design Jun 03 Dec 03 100% Sep 04
Construction Dec 04 Apr-05 100% Nov 07
Planning In House Dec 02 100% Feb 03 NA $2,630,223 NA

Neutaconkanut reservoir - inspection / rehabilitation Design Feb 03 Sep 03 100% Apr 05
Construction Apr-05 Oct 05 100% Jun 08
Planning NA $152,875 NA

Various Pumping and Storage Improvements Design Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
Construction
Planning In House Dec 04 100% Feb-05 NA $1,458,621 NA

Dean Estates Pump Station upgrade Design Jun 05 Sep 05 100% Apr 10
Construction Apr 10 Aug 10 100% Oct 12

Distribution System
Planning NA $5,306,113 NA

Various Distribution System Improvements   Design Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
Construction
Planning NA $13,841,637 NA

Replace water meters   Design 80,546 meters replaced
Construction
Planning In House May 01 100% Jan 02 NA $191,994 NA

Leak Detection Design In House Jun 07 100% May 08
Construction May 08 Oct 08 100% Sep 10
Planning In House Dec 04 100% Aug 10 NA $1,509,611 NA

Valve and Hydrant Condition Assessment Program Design - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Construction Apr 10 Sep 10 100% Sep 12
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PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)
Support System Facilities

Planning In House Apr 97 100% Jun 97 NA $350,370 NA
Replace telephone system   Design In House Jun 97 100% Jul 97

Construction Jul 97 Nov 97 100% Nov 98
Planning In House May 97 100% Jun 97 NA $40,370 NA

Academy Avenue Administration Building -  heating system Design In House Jun 97 100% Jul 97
Construction Jul 97 Oct 97 100% Oct 97
Planning In House Apr 97 100% Apr 97 NA $74,555 NA

Academy Avenue Administration Building -  ventilation improvements Design In House May 97 100% May 97
Construction May 97 Oct 97 100% Oct 98
Planning In House Mar 95 100% Apr 95 NA $69,208 NA

Academy Avenue Administration Building -  roof / insulation Design In House Apr 95 100% Mar 95
Construction Jun 95 Oct 95 100% Aug 96
Planning NA $580,539 NA

Academy Avenue Administration Building - office renovation   Design Various Projects
Construction
Planning NA $629,948 NA

Remove / replace underground storage tanks Design Various Projects
Construction
Planning In House Aug 02 100% Sep 02 NA $299,568 NA

Forestry Building - heating system upgrade Design Oct 02 Oct 02 100% Jul 03
Construction Jul 03 May 04 100% Jun 06
Planning NA $415,194 NA

Various Support System and Facility Improvements   Design Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
Construction
Planning In House Jul 04 100% Jun 06 NA $1,888,610 NA

Fire Safety System Improvements Design In House Apr 05 100% Sep 06
Construction In House Apr 05 100% Jul 07
Planning In House Jul 04 100% Nov 05 NA $934,141 NA

Watershed Storage Facility Design In House Oct 05 100% Feb 08
Construction Feb 08 Jul 08 100% Sep 09
Planning NA $1,266,243 NA

Rehabilitate Access Roads and Fencing - PW Property Design Work is Ongoing - Various Projects
Construction
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

CONSTRUCTION
Raw Water Supply

Planning In House Aug 01 100% Jun 06 $250,000 $166,495 $83,505
90" influent conduit Design Jun 06 May 07 100% Feb 13

Construction Feb 13 Oct 13 10% (Dec 17)
Treatment Plant Facilities

Planning In House Jan 96 100% Nov 02 $27,000,000 $24,564,941 $2,435,059
Sludge handling / disposal Design Jan 95 Feb 96 100% Feb 03

Construction Sep 97 Jun 98 90% (Jul 16)
Planning In House Jul 03 100% Nov 04 $47,000,000 $35,169,912 $11,830,088

Replace sand filters Design Feb 05 Oct 05 100% Jan 09
Construction Feb 09 Sep 09 75% (Sep 16)
Planning $1,600,000 $1,526,430 $73,570

Treatment Process Studies Design
Construction
Planning In House Jan 12 100% Jun 12 $1,250,000 $950,116 $299,884

Water Quality Study Design - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Construction In House Jun 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Planning In House May 01 100% Jun 06 $6,100,000 $1,256,801 $4,843,199

Plant Influent and Aerator Rehabilitation Design Jun 06 May 07 100% Feb 13
Construction Feb 13 Oct 13 10% (Dec 17)
Planning In House May 01 100% Jun 06 $2,000,000 $248,603 $1,751,397

Aerated, Settled, and Filter Influent Conduits Design Jun 06 May 07 100% Feb 13
Construction Feb 13 Oct 13 10% (Dec 17)

Transmission System
Planning (1) $6,147,129 NA

Replace 16 inch & larger valves Design Work is Ongoing - 208 large valves replaced
Construction

Pumping and Storage
Planning In House Jan 13 100% Jul 13 $400,000 $0 $400,000

Aqueduct Reservoir - Replace 60" Valve Design In House Jul 13 100% Sep 13
Construction In House Aug 13 10% (Oct 14)

Distribution System
Planning (1) $2,668,440 NA

Replace distribution valves Design Work is Ongoing - 1357 valves replaced
Construction
Planning (1) $5,081,637 NA

Replace fire hydrants Design Work is Ongoing - 1,935 fire hydrants replaced
Construction
Planning (1) $55,245,834 NA

Replace lead services Design Work is Ongoing - 15,632 lead services replaced
Construction
Planning (1) $46,489,326 NA

Replace / upgrade water mains Design Work is Ongoing - 194,457 feet of main replaced
Construction

(1) Distribution work is ongoing and long term

SCHEDULE COST
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

DESIGN
Treatment Plant Facilities

Planning In House Jan 13 100% Jul 13 $900,000 $21,461 $878,539
Lime System Upgrades Design In House (Jan 14) 10% (Feb 15)

Construction - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PLANNING

Treatment Plant Facilities
Planning $600,000 $539,381 $60,619

Treatment Plant Architectural Upgrades Design Various Projects
Construction

Pumping and Storage
Planning In House Mar 14 50% (Dec 14) $150,000 $10,323 $139,677

Storage Tanks Inspections / Improvements Design - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Construction In House (Jan 15) - - - - - - - - - -

PENDING

Raw Water Supply
Planning In House Jan 07 100% Feb 07 $1,700,000 $86,554 $1,613,446

Rehabilitate large dams (Regulating Reservoir Dam) Design Feb 07 Oct 07 75% - - - - -
Construction - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total IFR Expenditures $279,724,738
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Raw Water Supply 

 
Alternate Source of Supply Study 

In collaboration with the RIWRB, an initial phase of a study of potential alternate 

supply sources was completed.  This initial phase involved a preliminary assessment 

of the potential feasibility of alternate redundant supply sources.  The findings 

suggested that the best approach for obtaining supplemental water might be through 

the development of multiple relatively low yielding sources including new 

groundwater sources, abandoned municipal wells, abandoned industrial wells, and 

possible river sources.  A supplemental source would reduce the vulnerability of a 

single supply source. 

 

Providence Water continued to collaborate with the Rhode Island Water Resources 

Board on the next phase of this project.  This phase involved a study to determine the 

need, feasibility, and reasonableness of developing the sources identified in the 

previous phase.  The intent of this study was to determine which, if any sources could 

justifiably be developed as supplemental sources to the existing PW system.  The study 

was awarded in June 2001, commenced in September 2001, and was completed in May 

2004. 

 

Treatment Facilities 

 
Electronic Treatment Process Monitoring Equipment 

Twenty (20) water quality monitoring particle counters have been purchased and 

installed.  These particle counters have been installed to monitor each of the plant’s 

eighteen filters and the influent and effluent water.  Six (6) pH meters have been 

purchased and installed to monitor pH at various locations in the plant. 

 
Treatment Plant - Install Pipes for Effluent Metering / Sampling 

The installation of 12 stainless steel pipes along the length of the clearwell to be used as 

sampling points for water quality collection is complete. 
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Installation of 24” main on Conley Avenue 

 
Installation of 24” tapping sleeve and valve 

Installation of Bulk Storage Tanks for CO2 System 

Install New CO2 System 

A new carbon dioxide (CO2) bulk 

storage and chemical feed system has 

been installed at the treatment plant.  

The system is intended to increase both 

the level of dissolved inorganic carbon 

(DIC) and the alkalinity of the finished 

water with the intended objective of 

reducing lead levels.  A study is being 

conducted to evaluate the treatment 

performance and the needed adjustment levels for the CO2 and the lime dosing 

processes in order to achieve the optimum effectiveness of the new system. 

 

Transmission System 

Install Transmission Mains (Western Cranston) 

Several transmission main extensions in this area of the system were installed in order 

to reinforce the transmission grid.  Construction has been completed for the installation 

of 10,000 feet of 16-inch pipe along Pippin Orchard Road and 3,300 feet of 24-inch main 

along Wilbur and Conley Avenues.  Construction has been completed to install 1000 

feet of 20-inch water main to interconnect Paliotta Parkway and Independence Way in 

Cranston.  This interconnection provides an important transmission loop for the 

Western Cranston Water District by connecting Plainfield Pike to the Scituate Ave 

mains.   
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Lowering the 102” valve into place 

Design is complete and the plans will be submitted to RIDOT for a utility permit for 

the installation of approximately 3500 feet of 16-inch water main along Scituate 

Avenue that will close a major transmission loop in the system and provide a 

secondary feed route to a large area of the system presently dependent on a single feed 

main.  The transmission main installation is part of the overall improvement plan for 

the Western Cranston area of the system.   

 

78” and 102” Valves for Wholesale Connections 

A design/build services contract for the 

installation of flow controls for the 78"/102" 

Supplemental Tunnel & Aqueduct has been 

completed.  Installation of the 102" flow controls, 

including the installation of a 102" butterfly valve 

and bypass piping, was completed in the fall of 

2002.  Construction of the 78" flow controls, which included a new 78" butterfly valve 

and bypass piping, was completed in the winter of 2007.  Installation of these controls 

enables redundant supply routes to the Kent County Water Authority and the 

Warwick Water Department wholesale connections.  This provides the ability to 

maintain a continuous supply to these connections in the event of a failure in any 

section of the aqueduct and provides the ability to shutdown all sections of the 

aqueduct for inspection, maintenance, or repair without interrupting service to these 

connections. 

 
Emergency Interconnection - Structure D 

Construction of an emergency interconnection between Providence Water and the Kent 

County Water Authority (KCWA) was completed.  This interconnection provides an 

important secondary feed source enabling Providence Water to supply Kent County in 

the event the Clinton Avenue connection or pump station were to become disabled, 

and also allowing Kent County to supply a quantity of water to the Providence Water 

system under certain emergency events.  This interconnection also allowed the 

installation of the 78" aqueduct valve in the vicinity of Kent County's Clinton Avenue 

connection, providing the ability to isolate the aqueduct on either side of the  
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connection, and the opportunity to shut down and drain the 78" aqueduct for 

conducting its first ever interior inspection and needed repairs.  The connection 

consisted of the installation of submersible pumps within the aqueduct shaft at 

Structure D, along with the necessary suction and discharge piping to transfer the 

pumped water to the Kent County Water Authority System.  Providence Water 

worked with Kent County to obtain partial funding reimbursement through the Rhode 

Island Water Resources Board's emergency interconnection grant program. 

 
The project was virtually complete and the pumps operated trouble-free for the 

approximately 3 month period during the installation of the 78" valve and inspection 

of the aqueduct.  During subsequent pump exercising runs, one of the pumps failed.  

The pump was removed and repaired under warranty by the manufacturer.  Following 

this, the second of the two pumps experienced a similar type failure.  This pump was 

also removed and repaired under warranty by the manufacturer.  The pump station is 

now complete and fully operational.   

 
Pumping and Storage 
 
Neutaconkanut Hill Booster Pump Station  

Construction is complete for the installation of a booster pump station in the 

Neutaconkanut Hill area of Johnston to boost the pressure in the area to Providence 

Water standards.  This is a high elevation area of the system that had been tied into the 

system at the request of the Town of Johnston due to concerns about potential well 

contamination and previously experienced unacceptably low pressure during periods 

of high demands. 

 
Distribution System 

 
Various Main Extensions For System Improvements 

A new ductile iron main was installed in the King Phillip Street area of Providence.  

The 1234 foot extension eliminated the need to repair a water main break under the 

eastbound lane of RI Route 6.  The old cast iron main was abandoned in place. 
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AMR System 

In accordance with the Report and Order of Docket Number 3832, the funding for 

future water meter replacements is to be from a restricted Meter Replacement Account 

rather than from the IFR Account.  All meter replacements, and all Automatic Meter 

Reading (AMR) activities, are now funded from the same restricted account, the Meter 

Replacement Account.  For this reason, meter replacements and AMR system program 

activities will no longer be reported on an on-going basis in the IFR / CIP Status 

Report. 

 

MLOG Leak Detection 

Providence Water has purchased and has installed an automated system-wide leak 

detection system throughout its distribution system. Approximately 9000 MLOGS 

have been installed in the system. MLOG leak detection sensors are installed on house 

service lines (on every 5 to 10 services in the distribution system depending on the 

distance between laterals) for recording and logging acoustic sounds generated by 

leaks on water mains, services, and appurtenances. The data is transmitted by radio 

and collected by drive-by radio-read controllers. 

 

Hydrant Locks  

Providence Water has purchased and installed hydrant locks in strategic areas of the 

distribution system to prevent the unauthorized use of hydrants.  Providence Water 

has commonly experienced difficulty with street sweepers filling their trucks without 

authorization and with vandals opening hydrants on hot days during the summer.  

Hydrants opened by untrained individuals can cause a disruption in the flow of water 

resulting in pressure and water quality problems.  In addition, the loss of unmetered 

treated water results in lost revenue. 

 

Support System Facilities 

 
Forestry Building - Office Construction 

Offices have been constructed in the mezzanine area of the garage to house forestry 

support staff. Construction is complete. 
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New Fencing and Roads - PW Property 

New security fencing was installed around 10 air vents and the east portal for the 

portion of the supplemental tunnel and aqueduct located between Scituate and 

Cranston.  Additionally, a contract has been completed to install approximately 1500 

feet of new fence along the Gainer Dam access road and spillway channel.  The project 

was needed to limit access to the edge of the spillway channel for concerns over safety. 

Security fencing was installed along Route 116 across from the Purification Works to 

keep vehicular traffic from entering the area at the base of Gainer Dam.  Construction 

is complete for the installation of a bar gate on Providence Water owned property off 

of Pontiac Ave. to prohibit unwarranted access. 

 
Security Upgrade at Treatment Plant and Facilities 

Construction is complete for security improvements to all Providence Water Facilities 

in conjunction with recommendations of a previously conducted system-wide security 

assessment.  A security room has been constructed at the treatment plant to monitor all 

aspects of security at the plant and associated satellite facilities. A security room with 

monitoring consoles has been constructed at both the Cranston and Academy Avenue 

administration buildings to monitor activities at each facility.  Construction at the 

plant, administration buildings, and remote facilities consisted of the addition of 

cameras, motion detectors, lighting, fencing, intrusion detection, and access control.  

 

Underground and aerial fiber optic cable was installed from four Providence Water 

facilities west of RI Rt. 116 to the treatment plant.  The fiber optic cable is being used 

for carrying video, security access, and SCADA to the treatment plant from the Gainer 

Dam gatehouse, the Raw Water Booster pumping station, the junction chamber, and 

the meter chamber. 
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Lowering Communications Shed to Foundation 

Various Capital Projects 

A project has been completed in which surge protectors were installed at all pump 

stations to help protect the instrumentation systems and pump station controls from 

damage caused by lightning strikes. 

 

A water sampling station and security cabinet for the Bristol County Water Authority 

(BCWA) 30-inch connection has been installed.  The station will be used as one of the 

points for obtaining samples in the system for water quality testing.   

 

A new pre-engineered concrete communications shed was installed at the Longview 

Reservoir.  The new communications shed provides a dedicated and secure location for 

the communication equipment that had been previously installed inside the Longview 

Reservoir gatehouse. 
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Distribution System 

 

Unidirectional Flushing (UDF) Program Development 

Providence Water is utilizing a new water model developed under the GIS project for 

creating flushing sequences for the UDF program for the entire distribution system.  A 

UDF program is an advanced preventive maintenance program to systematically flush 

the system to improve water quality in specific areas of the system.  The program 

utilizes hydraulic modeling software and mapping sequences to select the valves and 

hydrants to be operated in order to attain required optimal flushing velocities. 

 
A pilot project was completed in 2013 to determine and establish preferred UDF 

practices for Providence Water’s flushing program.  A data tracking system for the 

program was developed and materials and equipment for the program were 

purchased.  Procedures to effectively flush the entire distribution system were 

developed under the pilot project.  The design of approximately 200 miles of flushing 

sequences was completed in 2013 and an additional 200 miles will be designed during 

calendar year 2014.  The remaining portion of the distribution system will be designed 

through calendar year 2016.  During the 2013 construction season we flushed 

approximately 55 miles of water mains.  During 2014 to date, approximately 60 miles 

of main have been flushed.  An additional 20 to 40 miles of main is scheduled to be 

flushed during the remainder of the 2014 construction season. 

 
Support System Facilities 
 
GIS System and base mapping conversion system 

A report consisting of a needs assessment, a feasibility study, and development of a 

Geographical Information System (GIS) implementation plan was performed, which 

allowed Providence Water to implement the development of the system.  A large-scale 

plotter and plan-size document scanner/copier were purchased for mapping needs as 

part of the new GIS system.  This equipment allowed for the creation of maps and 

plans, and scanning of existing plans for inclusion in the GIS.  An upgrade to 

Providence Water's hydraulic modeling software was also purchased that allowed 

modeling to be integrated with the GIS. 
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GIS Viewer Under Development 

 
Also completed was a project to gather asset location information in Western Cranston 

using Global Positioning System (GPS) technology.  This project provided GIS 

mapping of facilities in the acquired Western Cranston portion of the system for which 

information was lacking.  This project area served as part of a pilot program for the 

longer-term development of an overall GIS program for our entire system. 

 

An aerial flight of the Providence Water service area was completed along with the 

subsequent creation of orthophotos and planimetrics used to create a base map for the 

distribution system in GIS. 

 

 The initial implementation of the full-scale system-wide enterprise GIS has been 

completed.  The project consisted of the conversion of the existing distribution system 

asset records that resided in various software programs and paper records into one 

centralized database and mapping system.  The project also included business process 

modeling to optimize and customize the design of the system, as well as the purchase 

and development of all computer hardware, software applications, and data needed to 

support a fully functional, customized GIS program.  Also included was the 

development of a customized intranet viewer that provides easy access to the data for 

the entire organization. 
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Redline tool for GIS Viewer 

Three GPS units were purchased to aid in collecting and updating locational data of 

assets within the system.  This collected data converts to GIS data for display in the 

enterprise GIS.  We have updated all of our earlier aerial photography associated with 

the system with the State of RI's newer 2008 flight photos which are of high quality. 

 

Scanning and indexing of older distribution system as-built drawings is in progress.  

The as-built construction records will be linked with the GIS mapping to provide a 

higher degree of construction detail when needed.  The integration of the Hansen asset 

data and CSTAR customer billing data has been completed.  We are planning to pilot a 

system to provide for field access to records and maps, and to record and update field 

data. 

 

A new hydraulic model has been developed by converting the existing GIS record data 

to a new water model database.  The initial calibration of the model has been 

completed.  Additional C-Factor testing in conjunction with the results obtained from 

the UDF pilot project will allow Providence Water to further calibrate and maintain the 

model to better simulate actual field conditions.  
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Shutdown Report Example 

A project to integrate Providence Water’s water main asset records with our scanned 

as-built records and drawings is in progress.  Following completion of this project 

Providence Water will be able to access all of our scanned as-built records directly 

from the internal GIS viewer.  Hardware and software upgrades to the GIS servers are 

in progress to allow for the creation of a complete development enviroment for the 

system.  This enviroment will also serve as a backup to the existing production system. 

 

A project is in planning to convert our existing client asset management and work 

order system to a web based system that will provide better organizational integration 

with the GIS.  In addition this will improve the ability for field staff to gain access  to 

our asset and work order data in the field. 
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Treatment Plant Facilities 

 

Install dredge piping to bypass current lagoon system 

In accordance with a recent consent agreement between Providence Water and the 

Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM), PW submitted a 

study that identified several alternatives to achieve compliance with the new iron 

discharge limit imposed by RIDEM in its most recent RIPDES permit.  One alternative 

is to install a new piping system from the sedimentation basins to the sludge residuals 

handling drying bed locations, allowing PW to bypass the current sludge lagoon 

system when cleaning the sedimentation basins.  This will prevent ninety percent of 

the sludge residuals produced from the treatment plant from entering the sludge 

basins, better positioning PW to meet the new iron discharge limit.  Design of the 

piping system is currently underway and has been summited to RIDEM for review. 

 

 
Installation of new piping system 
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Transmission System 

 
Western Cranston - Water System Improvements   

This is a general planning category for improvements in the Western Cranston area of 

the system.  This section of the system was acquired from Cranston in 1996.  Various 

improvements are needed to bring this area of the system up to system standards.  The 

improvements will consist of increased pumping and transmission capacity, expanded 

storage, and improvements in the transmission and distribution system.  The 

improvements will be more specifically identified in this report as they take place. 

 

Support System Facilities 

 
Organizational and Facility Assessment 

A study was completed that evaluated the physical condition and space adequacy of 

our current office and maintenance facilities to assess their continuing suitability for 

PW operations.  An offer has been submitted for a property that is suitable in size and 

location for the operations and maintenance facility. 
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CIP PROJECT STATUS REPORT 
COST AND SCHEDULE DETAILS 



CIP STATUS REPORT SCHEDULE COST
Percent Completion Latest Funds

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

PROJECTS COMPLETED
Raw Water Supply

Planning Jul 96 May 97 100% Jun 04 NA $643,794 NA

Alternate Source of Supply Study Design NA NA NA NA

Construction NA NA NA NA

Treatment Facilities
Planning In House Apr 95 100% Jun 95 NA $111,157 NA

Electronic treatment process monitoring equipment Design In House Jul 95 100% Nov 95

Construction Aug 95 Feb 96 100% Jun 97

Planning In House Jan 96 100% Mar 96 NA $3,444 NA

Treatment Plant - Install pipes for effluent metering / sampling Design In House Dec 97 100% Dec 97

Construction In House May 98 100% May 98

Planning In House Oct 01 100% Jan 10 NA $3,160,608 NA
Install New CO2 System Design Mar 10 Apr 10 100% Sep 10

Construction Mar 10 Sep 10 100% Aug 11

Transmission System
Planning NA $2,090,536 NA

Install Transmission Mains (W. Cranston) Design Various Projects

Construction

Planning In House Feb 01 100% Nov 01 NA $1,737,502 NA
78" & 102" Valves for Wholesale Connections  Design Oct 01 Feb 02 100% Jan 08

Construction Oct 01 Jul 02 100% Jan 08

Planning In House Dec 06 100% Apr 07 NA $475,694 NA

Emergency Interconnection - Structure D Design In House Dec 06 100% Oct 07

Construction In House Jul 07 100% Oct 07

Pumping and Storage
Planning In House Oct 97 100% Jan 98 NA $202,135 NA

Neutaconkanut Hill Booster Pump Station Design In House Jan 98 100% Sep 98

Construction Sep 98 Dec 98 100% Sep 99

Distribution System
Planning NA $70,584 NA

Various Main Extensions for System Improvements Design Various Projects

Construction

Planning In House July 94 100% July 96 NA $6,849,859 NA

AMR system Design In House Apr 98 100% Dec 98
Construction In House Aug 99 100% Dec 08

Planning In House Jun 09 100% Dec 09 NA $1,145,043 NA
MLOG Leak Detection Design Dec 09 Dec 09 100% Mar 10

Construction NA Mar 10 100% Mar 12

Planning NA NA NA NA NA $446,711 NA
Hydrant Locks Design NA NA NA NA

Construction In House Mar 10 100% Jun 12
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CIP STATUS REPORT SCHEDULE COST
Percent Completion Latest Funds

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Project RFP's Start Date / or of Project Date / or Cost Expenditures Needed to
Stage Issued (Projected Date) Complete (Projected Date) Estimate to 06/30/14 Complete

PROJECTS COMPLETED (cont)
Support System Facilities

Planning In House Apr 96 100% Mar 97 NA $18,325 NA

Forestry Building - Office Construction Design In House Apr 97 100% Dec 97

Construction In House Apr 97 100% Jun 98

Planning In House Apr 97 100% Jun 97 NA $124,348 NA

New fencing and roads - PW property Design In House Jun 97 100% Aug 97

Construction Oct 97 Mar 98 100% Apr 98

Planning May 97 Dec 97 100% Nov 99 NA $4,271,728 NA

Security upgrade at treatment plant and facilities Design Jul 01 Dec 01 100% Aug 02

Construction Mar 02 Mar 02 100% Jun-08

Planning NA $243,523 NA

Various Capital Projects Design Various Projects

Construction

CONSTRUCTION
Distribution System

Planning In House Aug 12 100% Feb 13 $800,000 $577,709 $222,291
Unidirectional Flushing (UDF) Program Development Design In House Feb 13 50% (Dec 16)

Construction In House Jun 13 100% Dec 13

Support System Facilities
Planning Jan 02 Feb 02 100% Jun 03 $5,000,000 $3,669,949 $1,330,051

GIS System and base mapping conversion system Design Jan 04 Apr 04 100% Dec 06

Construction Apr 05 Nov 05 90% (Jun 15)

DESIGN
Treatment Facilities

Planning In House Mar 13 100% Jul 13 $450,000 $41,018 $408,982
Dredge Piping to Bypass Lagoons Design Aug 13 Sep 13 100% Apr 14

Construction May 14 Aug 14 10% (Nov 14)

PLANNING
Transmission System

Planning NA $219,529 NA

Western Cranston - water system improvements Design Various Projects

Construction

Support System Facilities
Planning NA $212,661 NA

Organization and Facility Assessment Design Project is a study
Construction

Total CIP Expenditures $26,315,855
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